SPB discusses
publicit y, fundin g
sexual assault speaker
excellent idea to invite her to
Colby for the second successive
year. Leff and D'Afflittiurged SPB
to endorse their proposal.
News Editors
"Frankly, it's pretty amazing
that
we could get someone of her
LastMonday,November 3,the
Student Programming Board quality with such short notice,"
(SPB) met to discuss upcoming said D'Afflitti.
Leff and D'Afflitti asked SPB
social events on campus. The
meeting began with a short pre- to contribute over $1,000 to assist
sentation by Laura D'Afflitti '99 in sponsoring Koestner. The task
and Miguel Leff '98, members of force, according to Leff and
D'Afflitti , has
the Sexual Asalread y re^
sault Awareceived monness
Task
SPB
voted
in
favor
etary donations
Force.The profrom Student
of sponsoring
posal, which
HealthonCamfocused on
Koestner 's lecture
pus (SHOC),
planning for
the Dean of StuSexual Assault
dents
Office.
Awareness
Week, became the mam topic of and the Athletic Department.
The majority of SPB represendiscussion at the meeting.
tatives
were in favor of sponsorLeff and D'Afflitti discussed
the possibility of sponsoring a lec- ing Koestner'slecture.Some memture by Katie Koestner, a speaker bers however, including SPB Culoh sexual assault, during Sexual tural Chair Waiter Wang '99, exAssault Awareness Week, which pressed someapprehensionabout
beginsonMonday, November V7. this proposal. Wang stated that,as
Koestner previously spoke on the a social programmer,he is responsubject of date rape in. accordance sible for sponsoring new, innovawith last year's Sexual Assault tive speakers to Colby. Wang also
AwarenessWeek. Due to the posi- voiced his discontent over the cost
tive response Koestner received of the program, and the fact that
from students last year, and the administration does not aid in
Koestner's cancellation of a pre- sponsoring such student healthvious speaking engagement, the related events, or provide the
task force felt that it would be an See SPB on page 4

BY AMY MONTEMERLO
& RENEE LAJEUNESSE

More construction on the art museum has some up in arms.

Photo courtesy of Communications

Museum additi on prom pts protest
BYRE^^EL^U]SESSE
i News Editor
Several Colby art students are
vehemently opposed to the proposed two-story addition to the
Colby Museum of Art, and have
begun to express this concern over
the past week. Art major Devin
Colman '98 is urging those concerned to join him in protesting the
construction that he feels "will have
a direct negative, unacceptable impact on the Colby art facility."
This construction,which is slated
to begin in the spring and be complete in about a year's time, is the
result of a 1.3 million dollar dona-

tion from about ten different donors for the expansion of the Museum>*explained , JCplby President
William Cotter" The purpose of the
expansion, explained Cotter, is "to
display our own rich collection of
American art" which is presently
"very cramped" or held in storage.
ji
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opportunity
ror
all of our students and others to see
what the College owns," he said.
Colman is opposed to the new
addition, however, for he sees the
College "pushing the art museum
above art programs for the students." He expressed concern that
there wasn't any talk with the art
faculty or students about the expansion, and that no one seems aware

of it.
In a letter addressed to allthose
concerned about the proposed addition, which Colman sent to various faculty members, student
groups and President Cotter himself, he listed the issues involved.
First,Colman claimed that the addition will partially block the natural
light coming into the painting studio and completely obstruct sunlight from the sculpture studio. "The
museum addition willhave a negative impact on existing educational
and teachingfacilities,which should
be given priority above everything
else," he said.
The addition will also block outSee MUSEUM on page d

AIDS activist River Huston addre sses Colby students
BYJILLMORNEAU
Staff Writer

AIDS Activist River Huston
spoke candidly to interested Colby
students in East Quad about AIDS
on Wednesday, November 5.
Huston's humorous stories had the
audience in hysterics as she proceeded to talk about subjects most
people feel uncomfortable thinking
about. More importantly, Huston's
words of advice made the audience
realize the most valuable things in
life.
Huston began her lecture by explaining the reasons for voicing her
story. She fold the audience that at
the time she was infected with HIV,
she had absolutely nothing to lose.
While she was engaged to be married, she wasn't sure she was doing
the right thing. Her fiance had.been
the first; person to approach her and
pursue her.Even though he was not
quite her type, Huston feared being
alone and reasoned that she wanted
someone;;to be witti hilrwhen she

died. Yet,in the end she realized that
she would rather be alone than be
with someone that she didn't love.
After learning that she was infected with HIV, Huston dropped
out of college and decided to live
with her father and his fourth wife.
However,Huston'sfatherwasacompulsive liar and had not told his wife
that Huston had the HIV virus. The
family spent some quality time together and got along fine until
Huston'sstepmother discovered her
stepdaughter had HIV . She asked
Huston to leave immediately, explaining that she needed to protect
her other 14 year-old daughter,
As a result, Huston decided to
commit suicide. She could not bear
the grief of explaining to her friends
that she had the HIV virus. Huston
explained that whenever she would
teUafriendaboutheryirus,hewould
start crying, and exclaim the unfairness of Huston having to die and
leave him, and Huston would inevitably end up comforting the friend.
Or, the friend would belittle the situation by sayingy "Oh, you just have

their poem while others would hoot
and holler,booand cheer.Riverknew
that if her poem was a failure there
was no better place to test it than the
"slam."
After she exposed her raw feelingto theslam poetry audience,there
was utter and complete silence. And
then they roared.That night Huston
won the poetry contest and walked
out of there with the $50 prize.
That poem and many others developed into a book, which has currently sold thousands of copies.Huston learned not to criticize herself.
She told the audience, "If s none of
your business what anyone else
speaks, it doesn't matter!"
Huston explained thateven from
childhood, women are taught to lose
weight and attempt to look beautiful. According to Huston, our mothers influ ence us in ways th a t mak e
women feel "not good enough."She
explained that sheused tobea trainer
for models. Before learning that she
was
HIV-positive, she had what she
¦' . . - Echo photo byMeknie .Guryamh/
described as a "Reebokbody."Then,
AIDS Activist River Huston.
when she discovered that she was

HIV." Neither response was a comfort to Huston.
Riverbegan a suicide note. Then
the suicide note turned into a poem.
At the suggestion of a friend , she
decided to read her poem at a poetry
contest. The poetry reading turned
out to be a "slam." At the-"slam",
people would get on stage and read

HIV-positivesheatea pint of Haagen
Dazs ice cream every night.
Huston advised her audience to
"find joy in yourself," and "not to
say nasty things to yourself anymore." She told the audience that as
a fat aerobics instructor shewasready
to take a healing journey. Huston
found it rather odd that as a fit, trim
woman she was ashamed to reveal
her body naked, but with a much
bigger body she really didn't care.
Huston realized, "Eating makesyou
happy!"
One of the most important parts
of the lecture that Huston stressed
to the audience was the invention of
vaginal microbiocides. Vaginal
microbiocides are suppositories that
a woman puts in her vagina that
will adhere to the vagina l wall an d
kill all viruses. The partner won't
even know it's there. Huston finds
t his form of prevention ra t her
unique because she understands
that condoms can be embarrassing
and of ten a nuisance in the heat of
passion. Condoms can often signify
See RIVERHUSTON on p age2

Date rap e survivor Ka tie
Koestner to speak at Colby
Halberstam to receive Lovejoy
Fellowshi p toni ght

BYMTIIEN ^^
Staff Wrfter

Pulitzer Prize winning author David Halberstam will receive the
1997 Elijah Parish Lovejoy Fellowship Award this evening, November
13,at 8p.m. in Lorimer Chapel. The Lovejoy Award is an annual award
given to an editor, reporter, or publisher who has contributed to the
nation's journalistic achievements. Halberstam will receive an honorary degree from Colby College. The Lovejoy Convocation is open to the
public. (AM)

Psychology pr ofessor to be appointed
dean of facult y

AccorcuhgtoPresidentCotter,inastatementreadattest Thursday's,
November 6, Presidents' Council meeting, Psychology Professor Edward H. Yeterian has been selected for the position of dean of faculty
at Colby College.Yeterianwas recommended to President Cotter by a
selection committee,out of a pool of five candidates. Cotter considered
the committee's recommendation, and made the final decision last
week.An article further detailing the selection process and Yeterian's
plans for the future will appear next week. (AM)

Al Corey Music Center
? k ' "Everything in Music "

(tof fars, Keyboards, grass Iwstrumeitts , Sheet
^
Bk Music, Televisions, Stereo Systems...

99 Main Street , Waterville
WJk
W ^m^^the Kg Band." ^^^

Sexual Assault Awareness Week begins next week
at Colby. On Monday November 17th at 8 PM in the
Lorimer Chapel, Katie Koestner will come to speak to
Colby Students, about date rape and sexual assault
issues. Ms. Koestner is herself a survivor of a date rape
which occurred during her freshman year at William
and Mary College. She is a well known and much
respected speaker, and appeared on the June 1991
cover of Time magazine. She has also made various
television appearances including an HBO life stories
documentary, Larry King Live, the Oprah Winfrey

Show, and ^Entertainment Tonight. She has lobbied
Congress for sexual assault policy changes.Ms. Koestner has spoken to hundreds of thousands of students,
at colleges high schools and military facilities in 46
states.
Joining her this year is Brent Sokolow, who will
perform a dialogue called "He said, she said/' which
will help to give a male perspective on this issue. Last
spring, when Koestner came to speak at Colby, there
were very few male students who attended. She is
beingbroughttoColbythroughSHOCCStudentsHealth
on Campus), the Athletic department, SPB (Student
Programming Board), and the Dean of Students office.
It is anticipated that more men will attend the event
this year.Q

Mercur y spill in Waterville :
MDEP speaker comin g to Colby
BYCHAZLANGELIER
Contributing Writer

For over three years, children
played unnoticed among toxic
chemicals in the basement of an
abandoned building in a Waterville
metals salvage yard. The abandoned Wolman Steel Company, located on High Street, straddles a
small stream and is located next to
a school.
Two months ago, a local mother,
who suspected her child had mercury poisoning, contacted state officials. When a state hazardous materials team arrived, they found
over ZOpounds of highly toxic mercury at the site,most of it spilled and
contaminating the building.

There was a pit in the basement
filled with water,benzene,gasoline,
lead,chromiumand mercury.Waste
oils, battery acid, asbestos, roofing
tars,causticsolventsand freon were
among the other chemicals present
in the children's play area.
A teaspoonof mercuryis considered dangerous to humans. Prolonged exposure to the substance
can lead to medical problemsof the
heart, nervous system, kidneys,
liver,and brain,especially in young
children.
Several Waterville homes also
becamecontaminated from children
carrying back jars of mercury they
found in the building. In the investigation that followed the discovery
of •the .chemicals;on September "] $,
about 120 people were believed to

RIVER HUSTON, continued from page 1—-

- Scampi • Prime Rib
Dine on our deck overlooking
Dine In our Dining Room or
the Kennebec River.
27 BAY STREET , WINSLOW 872-0529 Lounge. Open 7 days a week.
Continue to the end of Main St., turn left at the light onto the bridge to Winslow, take a right at the end of the
bridge, LobsterTrap is 1/4 mi. on the right.

Specializing in Collision Repairs of All Hi
Vehicles , Foreign and Domestic
El
Also complete align ment, shocks, struts, etc. tl
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"Idon'ttrustyou"for somepeople, ing their hands and telling her stoand rather shocking religious in- ries of mothers and brothers having
dications for others. Yet,this prod- AIDS. Now, college kids approach
uct has not been developed and her and tell her "I just found but I
may not be ready for another three tested positive."
or four years.
Huston pleaded with the audiHuston also addressed living ence: "Every time you test negative,
with HIV. Even though she did makethatareasontobesafe."Morenot look sick, she still suffers im- over,Huston understood the desire
mensely. She has a bone marrow to have sex. She explained that she
disease that causes her immune was not telling her audience not to
system to destroy her own bone be erotic or not to be sexual. In fact,
marrow. She describes her virus she told the audience: "Go home
as "painful [and] frightening at and have an orgasm. If you don't
times." She remarked that "it know how, I'll tell you how/' She
hurts" and often "hurts people declared: "Sexisgreat,itfeelsgood/'
around me." Huston spends three
In fact; Huston explained that
to five days a month hooked up to she masturbated at an early age, She
an IV. During Huston's final mes- encouraged masturbation, ansage to her audience,she took on a nouncing that "it's cheap, if s free
serious tone. She explained that and you can do it anywhere, in fact
lots of things are unprevehtable I'm doing it now."But the best part,
throughout life,such as cancer and Huston explained, was that youget
car accidents. However, Huston to know your own body, and in
stressed that AIDSis preventable. sexual "experiences yoii can direct
Huston understood that many the person and communicate. / , ;
members/ of; the audiehcej tiaye!•:, j IHustdrv explained the ;in| |»nd
^ s of oral;sex ori' botW'iirieft and
been told over and over again that ^ out
we |all think it can't happen to us, women. Sheadvised not toputyour
but it can.
mouth directly on the. opening p i
^
] Huston painfully saict that the vagina because when
you do the
:
when she first started lecturing she ]..I^-;ife p;Gaii cr^^ t:a^4^h^;
would ask: "How many people open access to the mouth. Rather,
know someone that has AIDS?" A she advised to find the clitoris and
few people would raise their extend your tongue to let the air
< •*
hands. Then, people started ,rais- flow out.

have been exposed, and over fifty
local homesweretested for mercury
contamination,
Wayne Paradis, a project manager at the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection, is coming to Colby to speak On fee details
of the spill. Paradis was one of the
people who discovered, three
weeks later, over 70 more pounds
of mercury stockpiled in a nearby
Waterville home. He will discuss
the mercury spill's impact on the
Waterville community, describe
how theDEP handled the spill; and
highlight other problems with mercury contamination and toxicwaste
accumulation in central Maine.
Paradis will present on Thursday, November 19th; ¦at-7- 'pj n. in
,
Olin LQ

Fora man,Huston advised putting your hand on the top of the
penis and stimulating the base of
the testicles. She stressed familiarity and suggested putting a condom in the partner's mouth as a
way to put on the condom.
Huston told her audience not
to take sex lightly,and to try and
communicateto yourpartner.She
also reiterated that HIV can be
transmitted through semen, vaginal secretion, blood, breast milk,
through the rectum, vagina, or
mouth so that it enters the blood
stream.
River Huston's last message to
her audience was that no matter
who you are, "You are precious!
Life is precious. Even though you
may feel like shit and you're not
good ehbujgh, you are. And, re-*
garding that weight loss; tne flesh
will come off if it is meant to be.
Don't co^ipafe yourself.^There's
nq neije SteV. You're uniqueJYctifr'
Syi| r?

8^£;^'rey^t^

1

' Vtiiiioi^ also^aid, Wfeliere
to help one another. We're here to
s^yeone another. I see you people
here ait Colby doing that. Don't
close;iA fpn yourselves,Open upl
Don't go with cliques. If you see
someonebeingleftoutinvitethem
to do something. Life is precious.
¦ ¦
Love
- -¦ " - - . • .., j¦••
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P r esidents ' G otliicil considers
chan ges in SP B elect ions
BYKELLYFlEtDANDAMY
MO ^ TSMESLD

A warning to all future
senioxs planning on enjoyingaleisurelylastacademk
semester:Don't throw away
yourrtotebooks justyet. According to SunllThakor '99,
spokesperson for the Academic Affairs Committee at
last week' s President s'
Council, Colby is conside r*
ing increasing the number
of credits required for
graduation. Alternativel y,
the College isalso debating
a change to a one credit-pe rcourse system of measurement. Thakor stated the reasoningbehind the proposed
changes was to uphold academic responsibility for seniors:
"Seniors typically finish
required courses in advance. Many become lazy
and take courses pass/iail."
In other news, Colby has
taken the first step inchangingwellnessrequirements.
According to Academic Affairs Representative Karen
Hoch '00, next year's first- '
year's wiU have only to attend 8 out of 10 wellness
lectures to fulfill their requirement

Contributing Writer
and News Editor -

Presidents'Council and the Student ProgranraungBoard (SPB)met
last Thursday November 6 in the
PageCommonsRoom. The focus of
themeeting centered on discussion
over a possible amendment to alter
the SPB constitution. This proposal,
if passed in the future, will move
SPB representative elections from
the fall semester to the spring.
According to Jason WerILn '00,
chief proponent of the amendment,
the proposal is designed to bring
SPBin closeralliance withthePresidents' Council. Werlin noted that
Presidents'Councilcurrently holds
elections in the spring. Presidents'
Council members are also granted
first choice housing selection. This
is not true of SPB representatives,
who are currently elected in the fall,
arid are included in the all-campiis
housing lottery system. Werlin's
proposal would modify thecurrent
SPB constitution to include a clause
which would provide for spring
elections,and also allow SPBrepresentatives second choice in room
selection.
"Basically/ if s a matter of deciding whom (Presidents' Council or
SPBrepresentatives)toreward,"argued onesupporterof Werlin'sproposal.
Another major factor motivating Werlin's proposal is the desire
to increase the 'efficiency of SPB.
This year, SPB has been criticized
because of the fact that electionsfor
SPB representatives did not take
place until September 16. Werlin's
proposal wouldensurethatSPBrep-

¦- ¦' efie^A^ ^>yv^Vaa
V > ^m^: -^jw ^wt
*!%FWiaV**&^

resentatives elected in the spring
Referendum rejects Forest Compact;
would be able to begin working
immediately in September.Werlin's
approves turnpike widening
propbsal would also eliminate the
Mameresidents voted down the proposal to reorganizethe way the
lag time between the beginning of
the academic school year and SPB state manages its 17 million acres of land on Tuesday, November 4,
despite the backing of Governor Angus Kmg and millionsof dollars
fall elections.
Not everyonewho attended the spent by the forestry industry. Now, the legislature may consider
imposing its own solutions to theissue. Eleven bills are currently being
meeting, however, was in favor of
discussed, including a proposal to establish a committee to study
theproposal. Werlin stated that his
forest practices and another to ban clearcutting.
Maine's
proposal was simply a possible sugAlso on November4,residents approved,by a 3-2 margin,a planto
gestion, yet it quickly developed
widen the Maine Turnpike. The toll highway will be widened at the 30
into a hot topic for discussion. Critimile
stretch between York and Scarborough from two to three lanes in
cism focused on the fact that the
both directions, financed through tolls.
proposal would effectively exclude
Voters also approved bond issues totaling $74 million to clean
first year representatives from fall
Maine's
water,improvethe state'shighways,and help disabled people
SPB discussions and event planto live independently.However,a proposal to allow some mentally ill
ning.
people to vote was rejected.
"If you wantustobeapart of the
community,you shouldallow us to
Brunswick man killed by police
provide our input," asserted
Richard A. Weymouth was shot in his wheelchair by Patrolman
Philbert Wilson '01, spokesperson
after wielding a 12-inch knife at OLearyand Sgt. Mark
ShawnCLeary,
for theFreshman Council. SPB repPhillips on Thursday, November 6 in Brunswick. State investigators
resentativeAhinThomas '01agreed
withWilson's statement "The pro- hope to determine by the end of the week if the shooting was justified,
cessempowers freshmen,"saidTho- by examining how close Weymouth was to the officers when he was
shot and whether or not he threatened them.
mas.
AMS representative Graham
Nelson '98 presented an intermedi- Alfond Youth Center plans unveiled
A $7.5million dollar recreationareaisbeingproposed,tobebuilt on
ary position on this issue. While
Nelson agreed with Werlin's posi- North Street in Waterville. Included in the plans are an eight-lane
tion that SPB representatives are swimming pool, therapy pool, a gymnasium, a multi-use ball field,
"not rewardedenough,"he also felt three multipurpose rooms,locker rooms,a game room, a teen center,a
that it was "importanttogive fresh- computer lab, an education room, and an arts and crafts room.
mentheopportunityto expresstheir
Belgrade Lakes Association
views."
Werlinproposed thatSPBrepre- purchases The Mountain
sentatives consider this issue and
Belgrade Lakes Associationhas purchased The Mountain, a hill
disoissitwithmeirrespectivedorm situatedbetweenGreat and LongPonds. $125,000 dollarswas raised in
residents before any additional ac- 46 days to purchase the 220 acres and then donate it to the Belgrade
tion is taken.
Regional Conservation Alliance, a non-profit land trust, in order to
SPBCulturalChairWalterWang protect the-area from development.
'99 advocated delaying mbtioh on
CotnpiM b^Misy
the issue until the spring. :
^
"Wearecurrently growingoutof
a learningcurve-waiting will allow
us to reassess SPB performance at a
aaaaaaaam ^___^_1 • ___[ I __fe a\' ' \W ^_l \m ' am\ ¦^__ ' ^__r ___k ^___h
later date/' statedWangO

I-Play Flag Football Playoff Schedule (First Round )
Date
Location
Time
Sat. Nov 15 Lunder Field noon
Lunder Field 1:00 p.m.
Lunder Field 2:00 p.m.
Lunder Field 3:00 p.m.

Team 1
Averill
Matadores
Cahones
Dana

Team 2

Sun. Nov 16 Lunder Field noon
Lunder Field 1:00 p.m.
Lunder Field 2:00 p.m.

Gr. Nggts. Mo-fos
Ackerman
Johnson
Blue Team Gold Bond
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Give the fragrance of Maine this holiday season to
friends and relatives.
Send a fresh , Maine-made , Balsam fir wreath
attractively decorated with three clusters of
cones, red holly berries aiid a fancy, hand-tied
bow. Boxed and shipped for $22.95.
Other traditional gift items are available. Call
or stop at the farm. Check out our brochure on
the internet at http://www.jddata.c om/hilltop
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Editorialpositions are paid. Pick up an application outsidethe Echo office in
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Friday & Saturday ll a.m.-1 p.m. & 5 p.m. -11 p.m.
No Minimum For Colby

Not Validwith any other offer.Deliveries must state coupon during call-in.

The Echo is looking for help for second semester.
The following editorial positions are open:
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FOOTLONG OF EQUAL VALUE AND A DRINK.
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*»f RH PIUVE RV
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Curve
Amer.Team
Coburn
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MUSEUM, continued frompage 1—
side views from the painting and sculpture studios,
and will hide the Bixler Art and Music building from
the view oi the rest of campus. Colman also expressed
concern about the lack of necessary staff to care for the
museum in its present state, and the problems that the
addition could cause. In addition,he claimed that there
are already serious problems with the existing museum facilities, such as leaky roofs and improper light
levels, and that these issues must be addressed and
corrected as soon as possible. "Once that is done, then
mnsidpr evnansinn " he nro-pH

Finally, Colman argued that Bixler is already
cramped for studio space in every discipline. "To let
that situation continue while expanding the art museum is a blatant slajp in the face to Colby art students,"
he said, which sends the message that Colby is only
concerned with "the prestige of owning works of art"
and "not about teaching and developing the talents of
the students enrolled here."
When asked about the expansion, President Cotter

explained that the challenge to raise money for the
museum addition was not a secret. "This challengehas
been known for three years," he said, and the plan has
been approved by the art faculty.
He acknowledged that the studios need help and
that the College is "in the process of ...working on the
larger set of concerns in the Bixler building." He explained, however, that the donation in question was
given specifically to expand the art museum. These
donors, he said, are the same people who may be
willing to donate funds for the improvement of the
conditions brought up by Colman and it would not be
wise to complain of their museum expansion donation.
"They would just be turned off by this," said Cotter.
Colman is upset by the College's "lack of consideration... to take into account the existing Bixler
building." President Cotter acknowledged these aggravations,but said that there is no chance of shifting
where the money goes. "I agree with [Colman], but
we can't do what he would,like to do," he said.Q

SPB, continued frompage 1

Health Center with such funds.
/fWe can't afford to program
the same things year after
year...Thereare so many different
people out there," said Wang.
Despite Wang's reservations,
SPB voted in favor of sponsoring
Kbestner's lecture. Many SPBrepresentatives felt that it was the
responsibility of SPB, and not the
administration or Health Center
to fund such events.
"I think it's okay for the Health
Center to come solicit money from
us," said SPB Social Chair Chuck
Costanzo '98.
Lovejoy „ Commons leader
Amanda Blatz '99 reinforced
Costanzo's claim: 'Tdon'tthinkwe

~

should pass this lip because we
havea beef with the Health Center
or the College." Numerous SPB
representatives expressed similar
sentiments regarding this issue.
SPB also discussed the need
for the board to increase and improve event publicity. Costanzo
introduced a proposal to purchase
a large dry erase board for Cotter
Union to promote social events
on campus.
"We're trying to get a place On
campus where everyone can go
for all their publicity events...we
definitely need a spot so we can
start planning better and posting
better," said Costanzo.?

Features
Did you ever wonder?...

... What is the

SPB ofrV
campus rep
Jeni Spear
BYMEGHANNFOYE
Staff Writer

Although there have been plans to
phase out off-campus living entirely in
years to come, this year thereis still a large
group of seniors living off-campus. Justin
Ackerman '98 and Jeni Spear '98 realize
that off-campus voices must be heard and,
they have taken an active role in government and social life at Colby. Although
there are many issues that must be addressed in Presidents' Council pertaining
to off-campus living, Spear feels her job
within the SPB is a little more ambiguous.
As the current Off-Campus SPB Representative, Spear feels she has a "weird
role" in social programming. "There are
very few off-campus,campus-wide events
that are programmed through SPB," says
Spear. "Last Day of Loudness is really the
only main event planned through SPB for
off-campus events." Unlike other SPBs,
her role is not to plan off-campus events,
but to keep seniors living off-campus informed about social life at Colby.
SGA President Shannon Baker '98 de
fines Spear's role as "a link between off
campus students and students living on

Act "

Echo p hoto by Kristina Smith

Jen i Spear '98 , SPB off campus
representative.
campus in regards to what kind of social and
cultural programming is going on on-campus." Baker also adds that Spear's role is to
provide input on what events students living off-campus would be willing to come
back to campus to attend, and to reduce
conflicts between planning of off-campus
parties and big on-campus events, so that
they don't occur at the same time.
Because of the College's plans to phase
out off-campus living and create a feeling of
"community" on campus, there have been
more attempts to bring social life back to
campus. "It is obvious that social life is more
campus-based," said Spear. "This year is a
transitional period which makes it more difficult to have an active role."
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Lack of money is also another important factor in the lessened role of offcampus events. "There is no budget unless for a specific event," says Spear.
"Without money it is very difficult to
plan large events." However, Spear said
that "there are a lot more seniors living
off-campus than originally intended.That
statistic might be grounds for re-evaluating whether or not we have a budget."
Spear also says that a main problem of
being the off-campus SPB member is the
difficulty to publicise events. "Singled
Out is ajjobd example of this/' s^cl^ipean/
"I have sheets to recruit off^ campus players, but I have noplace to put them up."
Spear has a few ideas she would like to
pursue in order to get more off-campus
seniors involved in social-life at Colby.
One idea she would like to see enacted is
"a bi-monthly meeting, where all seniors
meet to be more informed of what's going on on-campus." Spear said, "I could
inform people about what's happening
on-campus, and also get suggestions for
off-campus events that might require
money."
Spear would like to organize a few
events off-campus, but realizes the limitations imposed, because of the lack of
money and the transition towards more
campus-based social life. However,she is
completely open to any suggestions and
would love to hear input from other seniors off-campus. She says, "Ail seniors
should know about the SPB, so if they
want to plan an event or have something
at their house, they could come to the
committee."Q

volunteer
center 's most
popular
program?

According to Rebecca Solomon '00,:director of the Colby Volunteer Center, "thereis ho
clear-cuypo^
14
j ^o^msf]^^
rates fluctuate from year tojyear as leaders
graduate and interests vary.
There was an initially large increase of
interest in the fall of this year, according to
Solomon. Participation is tip approximately
15 percent with over 200 members of the
Colby community involved in volunteer
work. According to Solomon, first years and
sophomores are thetwo most involved classes.
One of the most popular volunteer programs is Pet Therapy. Approximately 40 students are involved. Colby Friends, held at
Colby on Sunday afternoons, involves 23 local children and 26 Colby students. The
Waterville Head Start program saw a large
boost in participation, from five or six Colby
students assisting teachers with underprivileged children last year to 16 this year.
The Colby Volunteer Center's upcoming
project is Adopt a Family, in association with
the Salvation Army and the Maine Children's
Home. Adopt a Family is a program in which
every aspect of the Christmas holiday is provided to a family. Solomon hopes to have
residence halls sponsor families/ Anyone interested in this or any program can contact
the Colby Volunteer Center at x3442. (KD)
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Colby Democrats chat it
up over campaign finan ce
.1

BY MOLLY FRAZIER
Staff Writer

Last week's fireside chat, sponsored by the Colby Democrats,
proved to be a well spent hour even
to themost uninformed listener.The
central issue discussed was campaign financing.Sound interesting?
Probably not at first. Yet the chat,
which eventuaUy turned into a debate, was both informative and interesting. Even an English major
with very little interest in politics
found herself absorbed and forming ideas of her own.Most students
seemed quite involved and excited
about the topic. This fireside wasn't
just for governmentmajors.
Two professors in the department of government,Sandy Maisel
and Joseph Reisert, led the discussion. Maisel opened by explaining
the federal governmentsCampaign
Finance Act passed in 1974 in response to the abuses of candidate
funding. The law would include
enforcing a cap on donations aswell
as regulation of public funding in
primariesand general elections.
Reisert explained that contributions and expenditures (use of
candidate's personal money) are
tied to the First Amendment of free

The system is rotten.
The system is broken
• Sandy Maisel,
Professor of
Government
speech. The gift of money enables
the candidates who are running for
office to express themselves,and to
capcontributionswould Violatefree
speech.
Among somevoter concerns are
that too much money is spent for
campaigns, and candidates try to
find loopholes around the Campaign Finance Act. Voters worry
that special interest groups are contributingonly to further their own
political and economical gain.Some
Americans also believe that candidates spend too much time chasing
money and that qualified , less
wealthy potential candidates can't
compete.
After presenting the initial arguments, the political scientists began
debating. Maisel supported the
government's restrictions of contributions and expenditures,as spend-

ing in campaigns has become excessive. Maisel said, "The system is
rotten. The system is broken." He
went on to say that there need to be
reforms on the regulationof contributions made by special interest
groupswhichtargetcandidates,the
issuing of advocacy adsand theraising of "soft money"—money raised
in questionable ways. Maisel believes the public is sick of the system and what could become a "democracyof rich people"if campaign
spending is not regulated.
Reisert countered that America
does spend a lot of money on campaigns, but asked, "compared to
what?" He said that the feeling of
corruption comes from the fact that
many rules complicate the issue.
"There is an appearance of rule
breakingbecause there are so many
rules. The public is a legitimate
source of money for the candidates
to get their messages across to
America."
The fireside chat was informative on a subject that many Colby
students know little about. As voters, most students should be concerned about what their candidates
represent;and the type of contributions they accept and the amount of
their personal expenditures might
bea consideration^
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Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
With freedom of press comes freedom of protest as well. A few
hundred copies of The Cornell Reviewwere burned in protest to an
abortion cartoon the paper ran last week, according to the Review's
chairmanMichael Capel. the cartoonwas of three scenes,captioned
with> "Which one of thesekills moreBlacks?" The first cartoonpanel
showed a KKK uprising, the second a Nazi rally,and the third, an
abortion clinic, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education. College officialsand Revieweditors are still debating the consequences,
if any,of the paper burning.
University of Tennessee
. Chattanooga,Tennessee
Two gay men plan to sue UT for barring them from holding a
commitment ceremony in its chapel. According to the Chronicle of
Higher Education,the directorof universityrelations said the university and its chapel are bound by the laws of Tennessee, which does
not recognizemarriagesbetweenpeople of the same sex.UT returned
the men's $300 deposit and canceled the reservation. The men plan
to sue for breach of contract and for $3,000 in damages, according to
the Cfcromde.
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All YouCan EatAmerican/Italian Buffet
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14 Silver St. • Waterville • 872-9887 Serving 5-8 p M.
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's Tavern
Bachelder
Fine Dining & Lodging in an Elegant Country Setting
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International Cuisine
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Private Baths
Fall/Winter Dining Hours:
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For Directions, Information or
Reservations Call? 2^8-2572

Located on Rt, 126 Utchfletd ,ME
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Two from the Spanish golden age open this weekend
The Last Daysof DonJuan

BY JENNY FELDMAN
Staff Writer

ThisEriday,openinginmeStr^
ater,isTlrsodeMolina's'/nreLastEte5«of
Don Juan," whichwill run in rep wiih
Calderon's 'TheTteatiomlady."
Almougjhbothpnecesareexamples
of Spanish Renaissancetheater,the director,Joylynn Wing,chair of theperforming arts department,made a decision to contemporize "...Don Juan,"
whereas "The Phantom Lady" willbe
moretraditionally staged.
Wing's decision to alter the script
derived from a feeling that, '" ...Don
Juan' comesfrom a timeperiod,a state
of mind, a moral atmosphere, that is
very different from anythingtoday.A
play like '...Don Juan'is not oftendone
in Americantheatre, particularly by a
collegecast. Wefelt that '...DonJuan's'
emphasison sexual promiscuity,even
in
thecontextof a moralityplay,which
Photo courtesy of Colby Communications
it essentially is, will resonate here on
Kevin Landis '98 remains aloof in the f ace of such
campusevenmoreprofoundl
yby linkadoration.

BY JACK COOMBER
Staff Writer

Colby's PerformingArts Department is bringing two
playsto lifeinthe StriderTheater thisweekend.Oneof these,
"ThePhantomLady,"promisestodeliveranight of fantasy,
humor, and thinly veiled sexual innuendo. Written in the
seventeenth century by legendary Spanish playwright
Calderon de Ia Barca, "The Phantom Lady" opens this
Thursday and will trade nights this weekendand next with
Tirsode Molina's "The Last Daysof Don Juan."
Originally written in Spanish, Calderon's works have
only recently experienced a renaissance in American theaters. Director Dick Sewell hopes that this trend will continue, explaining that Calderon "is like the Spanish
Shakespeare." El Bardo.
Indeed, the language is very much in the Elizabethan
vein,and Sewell even had a hand in some of its adaptation.
As all of Calderon's Spanish texts are written in a series of
rhymed two-line phrases (couplets), Sewell took on the
demanding task of makingtheEnglish translationrhyme as
well. The results are very entertaining.
The PhantomLady"is a light romanticcomedy whose
opening scenelends the production a playful spirit: Three
membersof Colby's Spanish Department,John Beusterien,
QuinenPereira-Muro,andAitorBikandi-Mejias,enterstage
left and beginrattlingoff linesin Spanish.Cast memberBen

ri

___________r i^____H

has universal connotations, and the
ing thepast to the present"
y
Colby students will recognizemany audiencewillbedelightedby thelivel
,
,
peraormance
maedible
set
work
and
familiar thingsin "...Don Juan." Rusted
creative
rendering
of
the
play,
which
Rc^'Ecstaey/'
andLe^
way to Heaven" are interspersedwith stars Kevin Landis '98in thetiderole,
Boloo'smusic.T1ieclxjnecg^
JodiBeznoska '98as his sidekick/cook
em, as wellas the elaborateand racycos- Catalina,and StacyErickson '01,Julia
McDor^d^HeatherHilton'99,and
tumes,piedicated(mac61orsc^
whiteand black,andveryconternporary Betsy Clark '98 as the women he delanguagein certainportions of the script flowers.RoimdmgoutthecastaieSpanwhich all serve to makethe themesof ish and nobiltysuch asSamMateosian
Ws Kingof Naples,Ben Listen 'OOJ's
"...L\mjuan' peihapsafitltem
DonPedroTenorio(undeofDonJuan),
lierisfoleandrelevantt^
John Tsuchiya Ws Octayio, Michael
erKE.Theyalsoseivetoaeateariini^
dichotomybetweentheold and thenew, Eller '00s King of Castille, Cameron
what Wing appropriately points out as iFrofliinham '98's Don DiegoTenon©
(fatherofDonJuan),NateJue^sDon
anachronisms.
Still, "...Don Juan" is littered with Gonzalo of Ulloa,and DanMaccarone
themes that are directly rooted in its '98'sMarquisofMota.Finally,thereare
Spanish Renaissance birthplace. The exceptional performances by Kea
storyofthedevilishseducerandruiner Watson '99, JesseRandzio '01, Emily
of womenitself is,of course, a bit out- Hoberg'99, and Laurel Coppock '99.
Agam,Wmgisexcitedbythedifferdated,as well as the viewof womenas
helpless and weak, and the important ent approachestakenby "...Don Juan"
role that a woman's virginity plays in and 'ThePhantomLady/'andencouragesColby students to check out both
society.
Nevertheless, the name Don Juan piecesO

The Phan tom Lady

Schlitt '00 soon arrives and explains to them that the audience is expectinga play in English and,despite theirheated
objections,hustlesthem off the stage.The curtainsare then
reset, and the play opens again.
As in all romantic comedies, there are several main
characters, each with hormones a-blazing,whose passions
and hatreds make for an eventful and often hilarious sequence of situations. Schlitt portrays Don Luiz, the token
spurnedsudtorofmemghryBeatriz^mily LeBlanc'99),who
in turn isbeing romanced (with more success)by Don Juan
CPaul Coffey '98). Then there is Don Juan's sister, Angela
(HeikeKatzenmeir),who is obsessedwith the dashingDon
Manuel, played by Jeff Libby '00. Angela has her servant
Isabel (Rebecca Zacher '98) leave anonymous love notes for
Manuel, who is mystified as to who his admirer might be.
Raucouscomedy ensues. Watch for a great comic performance from Eric Dreisbach '98, who plays Don Manuel's
bumbling assistant Cosme.
The productionisenhancedgreatly by fantasticcostumingcreatedby professionaldesigner andvisiting guestartist
CharlotteYetmann, and the fencing scenesring authentic
thankstomeassistanceofRichardHidderman,thePerforming Arts Department's professional fight choreographer.
The show,wWchwiUhavearunnmgtimeof approximately
two hours and twenty minutes, has the air of true
professionalism. For an evening of suspended reality
and fanciful comedy, come and see this energetic
production.Q

Ben Schlitt
'00 and Emily
LeBlanc '99
perform in
"The
Phanton
Lady," which
opens
tonight.

Photo courtesy of
Colby
Communications
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ECHQr.So, you've been doing
the touring thing? You didn't rdo
anything on the album?
GG:No.Ir/sthe same thing with
Belly. I came in during the mix,
when the bass parts were already
put down. With Belly it was the
record "Star"ahdltouredbehind it.
I was actually, initially, only supposed to do theEuropean tour.Then
they kept me on, and I eventually
went on to play and write a little bit
on thesecondrecord.Thesamething
with L7. Jennifer quit during the
mixing, so the bass parts were already done. I came in to tour with
themand then consequently became
a full time member. And I love it.
ECHO:Yougottoopenfor Kiss?
GG: Oh, yes we did, Dan. I'm
sorry to say, but it was fucking rad.
It was really very awesome. It's just
like the funniest thing,because our
audience was obviously not there.
It was a Kissaudience. I did a poll to
see how many Ace Frehley's we
had. Everybody's wearing the
make-up. So, it was almost like being at a Marilyn Manson show, only

L7
it wasslightly morecartoonishwhen
you'd look out into the audience,
and you'd just see the white makeup. But it was phenomenal to be
able to watch them side stage and
meet them and stuff like that. It was
great.
ECHO: What was it like working with Marilyn Manson?
GG: Phenomenal. I was not a
techno fan. I didn't know that much
about the band. I'm not a disco fan.
Thought it was mostly DAT oriented and a lot of it is tape generated,but they also have live guitars
and bass and I thought the shows
were really intense and powerful.
We were given the run down, before the tour started, like do not
engage Marilyn Manson in sports
talk, do not meet his gaze (laughs).
So, of course, I started wearing the
Canadiens jerseyand I was wearing
all my hockey paraphernalia just to
be an ass. In all respect to him, he's
a huge L7 fan and requested us, so
we respected what his wishes were.
Apparently, he has to say those
things , because he gets so many
bonehead security guys on steroids
that want to fuck with him, and
when he goes to venues, he's like
"Don't fuck with me just for the
sake of trying to fuck with me."
Security had to leave the building
when he sound checked the stuff;
because they were all visibly laughing at him and making fun of him. I

thoughthewasgreatj thoughtwhat
he had to say was really true to his
heart, and about the Christian right
and morality, about being ah individual, and I thought it was pretty
cool:
ECHO:Was he the same person
in real life as he is on stage?
GG: Yeah, he pretty much is.
He's pretty intense. He's pretty intenseoff stageaswell.I mean,they're
young and I still think they're kinda
livingthe rock and roll life. He was
prettymuchthesame. Ithink they're
young and they like sex, drugs and
rock and roll, and they're still excited about that lifestyle. Funny.
He's very funny.
ECHO: You say he's living the
rock and roll life.A lot of bands take
on that lifestyle and then become
celebrities, which ends up being
their downfall.
GG:I had gaineda lot of respect
for that band when we toured with
them. We were out with them for
two monthsand becamepretty good
friends and got to know them pretty
well.Then in the last coupleof weeks

Photo courtesy of S lash Records

I've seen his picture with (artists)
like Sheryl Crow , or at the
Radiohead show with his arm
around Courtney, and it's just been
like, don't become one of those
"People Magazine" types of celebrities, 'cause I thought he was darker
and deeper than that. So, I'm kinda
like,"Oh, don't be going and doing
that shit."
ECHO: Do people lose their artistic integrity when that happens?
GG: I think the more popular
he gets,it can only help his cause.
So, I think it can't hurt him. Quite
honestly, artistically, it's nothing new. It's nothing that hasn't
been done before. It's not like
he's compromising some maj or,
or iginal artistic vision. He may
be compromising his integrity
somewhat by hang ing out with
these shiny, happy people, but I
th ink the more popular he
gets...well, you know, that' s a
really good question. I don't
know, because a lot of the kids
who go see him like him because
it is somewhat underground, and
they may not continue to go to
shows if they feel like every Tom,
Dick and Harry is "Oh, Mar ilyn
Manson."
ECHO: In terms of you guys, in
terms of L7, do you guys consider
yourself the mainstream alternative
that the radio plays?
GG: Well, we don't get radio

¦ ¦ • '' ¦' • ¦
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BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

A couple of years ago L7 hit the charts for their biggest hit ever
with "Pretend We're DeacK"For a band that's been around since
1985, that may seem rather surprising/but they enjoy what they do,
whichis more important to thern than the posh four star hotel rooms
they could have gotten for selling out Their most recent album,
"Seven Year Bitch," continues their punk/rock tradition and has
launched them into opening for bands such as Rage Against the
Madhine, David Bowie, and Kiss.
Earlier this year, Gail Greenwood, formerly of Belly fame, and I
chatted for a good hour. Her spunky voice, from a phone at a mall
near the venue she was playing that night,told tales of her early days
in bands such as Bone Yard and the Dames to her year of being a
member of L7, of which she is now happily considiered a permanent
member.

play, so whatever that means.
Whether that means we're underground and the band has been able
to thrive on a hard core fan base for
twelve years, maybe then in that
way we're alternative to what's getting on the radio these days. As far
as a genre of music,we pretty much
classify ourselves asjustarockban d.
Just a hard rock band,slightly metal,
slightly punk. Really loudbutpretty
aggressive. I don't think we would
categorize ourselves as an alterna- weeks. It was almost like we were funny, but I gotta give it to those
Hanson kids, they've got beautitive band per se,like a band like the too separated from each other. . - ¦
ECHO: Do youever get worried ful harmony and someone,
Verve Pipe or whatever. I think we
would just rather classify ourselves about (moshing) getting too out of whether it's them or I don't know
who,is writing some catchy little
as a rock band, but alternative to control?
GG: Yeah, because every band pop songs and every generation
what's on the radio? Yeah. Definitely. 'Cause We're not on the ra- that we're friends withhas hadsome needs that. Every fourteen year
sort of law suit or something and oldkidneeds to hear that every now
dio.
ECHO: A lot of radio stations thaf swhatpeopleareworried about and then and then,hopefully, grow
are all having the sameplaylist now. now.If s funny, when we were talk- out of it...I mean, as Elvis says,
Twenty songs. You hear them eight ing about thiswithChrisfrom Sweet "There's room for everybody."
75, ninety two was the year of There's room for Spice Girls,there's
times a day.
GG: Oh my God. I can't even moshing, if anything. I mean, kids room for Hanson,we just wish that
listen to radio any more. I mean, I were just going fucking crazy to radio was playing more rock,but at
know every artist you talk to says Belly, for Christsakes. Stage diving least if s still alive in the clubs. Our
that,but if s really tough to listen to and going apeshit. It doesn't matter audience is very young. Our audithe radio. We're out with Sweet 75, what's going on on-stage. Now that ences are always fifteen or sixteen
whichisKristNovoselic'snewband, it's ninety seven, kids have kinda year olds and we're like, how the
and he's filming us as part of this toned it down a little bit. I think a lot hell are they knowingwords to these
little movie he's putting together of the club policies have been like new songs on this L7 record , when
about a band that has been doing it "No getting on the stage." They it doesn't get played on the radio
for so long and has still maintained don't encourage stage diving 'cause and that's encouraging.There'sstill
the integrity that they had when of so many lawsuits. Plus, it's so some hip kids out there.
ECHO: Do you ever get sick of
they started. Despite all the adver- passe now, so you don't see it as
sity of not-huge sales and living much. We can't encourage people playing any of these songs?
GG: No. I don't. Every night I
from show to show. We have a tour to come up on stage and jump in the
bus, but we support it by the show audience, because we'll be liable, get chills when we play "Death
we played that night. We don't get but if the kids are doing it in the Wish" and I have to remind myself,
I'm fuckingplayingwithL7.1know
massive tour support from our crowd, we likeit. It's cool.
ECHO:Somebands still encour- they get sick of playing "Pretend
record company and in a way it's
We're Dead." I still love it, 'cause
like the old school. It's like a big age people to come on-stage.
GG: Yeah, that's what hap- I've only been touring with them for
blues band getting in a blue bird
school bus and touring the country, pened during the Offspring. Ev- a year,but they have our crew come
making money from gig to gig.That, ery night , Dexter would have out and fuck shit up during that
essentially, has been what L7 has everyone come up on stage, and song and the crew becomes perforbeen doing...It's funny, because we're just like the bands that have mance artists and they become a
all of us, well my experiences suffered a few lawsuits because part of the show just to help them
were different somewhat, but of opening bands calling people get through that song...Our crew is
they had their cash years, when up on stage. The headlines being very willing and able to do any kind
"Bricks are Heavy" was out, and that L7's being held responsible of performance art and any chance
they were staying in four star ho- for someone breaking their nose they can get to get on stage, they'll
tels,in single rooms. I had that with or something. We're just like, do it...We played in New York and
Belly too. I was able to experience "Oh , do they know what they're we saw reviews of the show afterthat life with Belly. Then, all of us getting themselves into? No , wards that said, "During 'Pretend
were in vans before. When I was in don't yank the kids on stage." We're Dead' two roadies felt comBone Yard, I was in a van for six Suzi says you can't even throw a pelled to bob for apples during the
years, so I'm used to touring in a Kleenex into the audience these song."The funny thing was that the
van.Actually,thisyearL7has toured days, 'cause somebody will sue reviewer wrote "felt compelled,"
like the song moved them so much
the country four times, and two of you.
ECHO: (The people who mosh that they were like "Let's bob for
those timeswecircumnavigated the
U.S. in a van, so we know this coun- now are probabl y) the same apples."
ECHO: Do you guys get accused
try like the back of our hands. We're people that were doing it in
of being radically feminist because
used to both sides of the coin. The ninety two.
GG: See. Exactly . Thereby you only want womenin yourband?
unif ying factor is that everyone gets
GG: Yeah, I think we get
along so well, and everybody, this showing their age (laughs). It's
is going to sound so corny, but the like, "that is sooo ninety two." cra cked on because we're not
whole unifying factor is the rock Exactly. I know. That' s like me f emin ist enough in some inand the fact that we get to make it doing my John Travolta disco stances and our lyrics aren't speevery night and if s our job. Some- moves still, because t hat was my cifically feminist. Everyone in the
times,weactually sayout loud, "We childhood back in seventy eight band will probably tell you that
do this for a living." There's like a or whatever—Everyone is so sick they are a feminist and a humansymbolic high five, a little bit like a of that so-called Seattle/ every ist an d wh atever, but our lyrics
basketball team. It's amazing to fee band sounds like that right now. are more a bout that if t h ey ha d a
able to still do that and be happy Ithink people are trying to do cock, they 'd be singing the same
doing it. We don't even get hotels. anything that's differen t than thing. It's not gender specific and
We don't know where we're going that , escape that. But techno's sometimes we actually get critito take our next shower. Half, of always been around. Dance and cism from fem in ists th a t we're
them are whore's baths and truck House have always been around not more r i o t g i r l y or g i r l
stops,whereyou're lucky if you can in some form or another, but that powerly. It's just a rock band and
get a little water sprinkled on your seems to be pretty popular right it just h appens to be played by all
undercarr
iage. We're just so happy now . Like the Prodigy and women; We get asked that questo be doing it that it's weird. Actu- Mar i l yn Manson. Al though, tion, "What' s it like to be a girl in
ally, the other night , we played a Manson doesn't get on the radio rock ," a lot and the girls get upreal venue. We played the Vic in that much I've noticed..,! don't set about It , why in '97 are people
Chicago, which is a huge theater know , obviously on the top forty still saying "what' s it like to be a
and it was great sound and it was so you get Spice Girls and Hanson, girl in rock?" But I always say, if
spread out. We were used to play- but I think there's always gonna people are still asking it , it must
ing the little clubs the last couple of be pop like thai...Ifs pretty be an issue somewhere.Q

Acappellathon a hit Cool Jazz is a hot time in Lorimer
BY LISA MARK

Contributing Writer
Itwasa packedhouseinLorimer
Chapelthis past Friday eveningfor
the Colbyettes Acapellarhon.The
vibrantshowfeaturedourveryown
Colbyettes,the Dodecaphonicsfrom
Dartmouth, and the Co Co Beaux
from ConnecticutCollege.
TheColbyettesopenedthenight
with the current hit "Where Have
All the Cowboys Gone" by Paula
Cole with Alyssa Hughes '98as soloist,and thenhandedthestageover
to the Dodecaphonics. The
Dartmouth group made a strong
showingwithsuch hitsas "Galileo"
and "NaturalOne."Thehighlightof
their program,however, was definitely the encore,wherethey mixed
things up with the Red Hot Chili
Pepper'shitsong "Aeroplane."The
group charmed the audience not
only withtheir widerangeof voices
and sounds, but with their charismatic and lighthearted style.They
also threwin a little side show, entertainingthe crowdwith a comical
imitation of a typical conversation

between college students and their
parents.
The Co Co Beaux, an energetic
rgroup of guys from Connecticut
College,then took the stage, opening with the song "Drive," and a
"techno" version of "Missing" by
Everythingbut the Girl. Their version of Phish's "Bouncing 'Round
theRoom"wasalsoanexcellentrendition, as the groupmade greatuse
of their voices and sound capabilities..
TheColbyettesfinished thenight
with current hits "Push" by Matchbox 20, starringHilarySmyth'00as
soloistand "Dreams"by The Cranberries with Branda Yun '00 and
Becky Schechter '01in front.After a
short mock presentation of "The
Sound of Music's" "So Long,
Farwell"scene,theyended thenight
with an excellent encore of
Madonna's "Like a Prayer." The
Colbyettes captivated the audience
who, from casual observation,
seemed quite impressed with the
whole ensemble. Overall, the
Acapellathon was a great success,
one that will hopefully be repeated
in thefutureQ

BY JIM MCGRATH
Staff Writer

I'd like to start this review with a
small disclaimer: I know very little
about jazz music.
Fortunately for me (and for the
others in attendance who may have
been equally in the dark) the Colby
Jazz Ensemble's concert on Saturday was forgiving of musical ignorance. The CJE played through thirteen different charts, plus an encore, and managed to make the entire concert an educational experience.
The songs performed were all
from the "Cool" era of jazz, which
occurred during the 1950's. The
prevalence of the "Cool" style was
immortalized by the song "Cool"
from Leonard Bernstein's "West
Side Story,"set in New York during
the 1950s. Cool sound first gained
prominence with Miles Davis' 1949
album "The Birth of the Cool." but
was mostly carried on by jazz ensembles from Los Angeles and San
Francisco.The music sounds exactly
like one would expect Cool jazz to
sound: laid back with an easy tone
1
and fairly smooth rhythm. The most
recognizable tune of the evening,
'Take Five," provided an excellent
example of how Cool sound conSaturday, November 15 . 9 a.m . - 5 p.m.
trasted with the fast-and-furious
Universi ty of Maine at Orono
"hot" sound of artists like Dizzy
Gillespie. The program notes
Workshopson party politics, lobbying and getting
(from which much of this history
internship. The first 10people whocall travelfor finee. is derived)
state that Cool was
"one of the most influential
Guest speakers include Maine Congressmen Allen and
movements in jazz history."Even
Baldacci . Elections for Maine College Democrat s positions .
with little knowledge of jazz, I
had to agree; the CJE concert
Call Jane t at x 4353 for more information or to sign up.'
sounded to me just like my idea
of what "jazz" is.
The evening was divided into
¦
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Echo photo by Krikor Dag lian
The Colby Jazz Ensemble brings Cool Jazz to the chapel.
section a chance to show off their
chops a little more than they do as
part of the larger ensemble. My personal favorite of the four songs
played was onebymodernjazzcomposer Chick Corea, which opened
with a Spanish guitar solo and demonstrated the versatility of drummer Morgan McDevitt '00, who
played congas with his hands while
simultaneously playing the highhat and bass drum of the drum set
with his feet, and even clapped his
hands to keep the meter in places,
» After "Another Roadside Attraction' was finished,they were
joined by the other musicians in
the CJE for the rest of the program. Over the course of the concert, the jazz ensemble proved the
wide variety of sounds and moods
which could be created in the Cool
style, from loud, bright, and fast
tunes like Henry Mancini's "Charade" to slower songs like "I Remember Stan," written by Lennie
Niehaus in memory of Stan Kenton.
Kenton's orchestra produced many
of the prominentCool musicians. "I
Remember Stan" was one of the
highlights of the evening, opening

with
a beautifulvibes soloby Phoebe
^
]Lehmann '01 and later on featuring
]Martha Stewart '99on a lyrical trumpet
] solo. The song also proved that
evenaCoolsongcanhavenicewarm
<
1
harmonies,
in the form of excellent
ssaxophoneworkfromtheentire sect
tion.
With such an exciting perforimance to see, if s no surprise that
J
Saturday's
concert was well^att
tended.
Unfortunately, Lorimer
(Chapelwas,as usual,insufficient to
s
seat
everyone who wanted to see
t show. It must be difficult to enthe
joy a musical performance when
one is forced tosit on the floor in the
aisle for lack of space. In addition,
there weren't enough programs to
go around. It seems that people
underestimate the interest in music
atColby.It'sobviously growing—
so let's make sure we encourage
that enthusiasm, and not stifle it
in a cramped hall or starve it
with inadequate funding. The
Colby Jazz Ensemble,in addition to
teaching people a great deal about
jazz, makes a compelling case for
the promotion of the music program at Colby.?
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"Seven Year s in Tibet" is a beautiful , cinematic experience
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

A self-centered mountain
climber finds himself holed up in
theTibetanholycity of Lhasa,where
he befriends a young Dalai Lama,
earns the approval of the city elders,
and learns a great deal about himself andtheerrorof hisways."Seven
Years in Tibet" doesn't deliver very
much in terms of surprises. It does,
however, do a very good job of
making a predictable story compelling and human, giving an unpretentious and relatively simple account of Austrianmountam-climber
Heinrich Hatter's experiences from
an aborted climb in the Himalayas
to the trials of a British Prisoner-ofWar camp and , filially, to the difficult mountain trek through Tibet. The film does a remarkable
job of giving these experiences a
realism that avoids a plastic Hollywood feel. "Seven Years in Tibet"delivers an interesting story
that keeps the viewer involved
for its entirety.
The movie stars Brad Pitt as

Heinrich, an egotistical and unlikable "mountain climber, who has
been charged by the Nazi government to serve in a mountain climbing expedition - aimed at planting
the Nazi flag on the summit of
Nanga Parbat, one of the highest
peaks in the world. Pitt gives a convincing portrait as a selfish jerk, a
role he plays well, and his performance remains consistent throughout the movie. One of the best aspects of this film is the way Pitf s
character changes. He undergoes
no dramatic epiphanies, but
rather learns slowly and subtly
from his surroundings and with
the young Dalai Lama, whose
friendship helps him come to
terms with his own loneliness
and lack of affection towards others. Pitt' s character avoids a
blinding moment of clarity, and
we as an audience are spared any
painful moments when the
former S.S. member discovers his
true identity as a Tibetan Buddhist monk.
Of course these benefits do not
comewithout someproblems. Pitf s
accentas an Austrian native is atro-

cious, and he often loses it in moments of high emotion. While this is
not as bad as Cbstner's British accent in "Robin Hood," there are
moments in the film where you have
to wonder if he would have done
better without the accent at all. Also
problematicis the highly sanctified
way Tibetan society is portrayed.
While the political oppression inflicted by Chinese occupation is far
worse then anything ever experienced under monastic control, Tibet was stilla theocracy,where other
kinds of oppression occurred. This
reluctance to divulge Harrer/s significant role in the. S.S. is another
historical hole in the film.
Despite these problems,
"Seven Years in Tibet" is a solid
film with fantastic cinematography and a strong cast. David
Thewlis does a good job as
Harrer's long suffering climbing
partner, and B.D. Wong is excellent at a duplicitous Tibetan diplomat. "Seven Years in Tibet"
does hot deserve much of the bad
rap it has received , and is cerP hoto courtesy of Tristar Pictures
tainly worth a look on the big
Brad Pitt in "Seven Years in Tibet."
screen.!.
.

aFingerprints ,r just in time for Thanks giving
BY BILL GIENAPP

^gtfflff

THE CAV ERN

Staff Writer

As films go, "The Myth oi Fingerprints" is a rather innocuous,
inconspicuous effort that is nonetheless an absorbing, enjoyable
movie. The plot is simplistic, as the
viewer is given a;window into the
lives Of a dysfunctional New England family that is gathering together for a Thanksgiving reunion.
Not much happens in the way of
story; but the film creates a complex
group of characters that are both
emotionally honest and painfully
real.
The film opens with scenes from
an old home movie, suggesting the
simpler, easier times of the past.
One by one , the various family
members are introduced , starting
with the charmingbut scarred Warren (ER heartthrob Noah Wyle).
There is also bitter Mia (Julianne
Moore), who has a chip on her
shoulder, handsome but insecure
Jake (Michael Vartan), and young,
carefree Leigh (Laurel Holloman).
The head of the family is jaded, eccentric Hal (Roy Scheider), who is
becoming senile,and his wife is the
sweet, caring Lena (Blyth Danner).
The chemistry of the family get-together is strained and uneasy,especially because Mia and Jake bring
home their new significant others,
and each member is juggling various problems in his or her personal
life.
A movie like this could easily
become overly dramatic, but "The
Myth of Fingerprints" always operates under a refreshing layer of
subtlety. An especially memorable
scene finds Mia reunited with an
old kindergarten friend who is telling her how a certain story ends.
Upon hearing the ending, Mia
breaks down, but admits that her
flood of emotion is coming from her
recognition of how callous her life
has been,It is an admission that she
finds she can't even make to her
own family.Such a scene could be a
pompous disaster,but everything is
so restrained that it seems stunningly realistic. Indeed, the entire
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Noah Wyle and Arija Bareikis in "The Myth of Fingerprints "
film is restrained and never gives Moore nails her character, making
in to the temptation to become a her appear to be a hostile woman
blowhard affair. Good drama is of- consumed with anger, who really
just doesn't know how to handle
ten subtle drama.
While "The Myth of Finger- her emotions. Wyle, a two time
prints" is a stirring dramatic effort, Emmy nominee f or ER, effectively
it is also a very charming and funny presents a charismatic young man
film. The interactions between the trying to mask his sadness. Both he
characters are often heated but can and Moore do a good job of bringalso be hilarious. At one point, all ing complex characters to life. Roy
the couples in the house begin to Scheider ("Jaws," "The French Conhave sex. and Warren is left alone nection," "SeaQuest") should be
in his bed , listening to the various great as Hal, but he gets stuck with
sounds that surround him. Mia an- one of t he f ew un d erdeveloped
grily scolds her father after she dis- characters. He gives a good perforcovers he has ripped out the final mance,but the film does not explore
pages of the book she's been read- t he psyche of his character nearly
ing, which he intends to use as kin- enough.
"The Myth of Fingerprints" is not
dling. And at Thanksgiving dinner,
the entire family launches into a a stunning f ilm,but it works well for
long debate about t he power of what it is, a character study, It is a
mustard. "The Myth of Finger- solid first effort for first time writer/
prints" paints an effective family director Bart Freundlich> who spent
port rait because it shows both the nearly three years developing his
characters. The film may click for
good and the bad.
The movie has a number of people because they see shades of
skilled performances, but the fore- truth in it, as well as reflections of
most are from Julianne Moore and their own lives. Of course* it is not
Noah Wyle. Moore is a tremen- for everyone. For those who want to
dously skilled actress who likes to be blown away with high caliber acbalance her serious efforts ("Vanya tion, go and see "Starship Troopers"
on 42nd Street/' "Safe," "Boogie (an excellent movie). For those who
Nights") with more commercial want an honest, funny, small-scale
work C'Tbe Lost World;" "Assas- comedy-drama, go and see "The
sins," "Nine Months"). In this film, Myth of Fingerprints/'Q
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Student input of grea test

Here at Colby,it is clearthat the adinmisfration is making a serious
effort tobetter the quality of life and academics.This is obviouslygood,
for everyone benefits from improvementsto the campus. New dorms,
renovations,science biddings,multi:cultural centers: theyall work to
give us students more bang for our buck, and also help improve our
standing m national rankings.
But sometimes the administration should slowdown for a moment.
Before endorsing that big donation check, or before OK'ing a new
policy, those in.charge should pause,however briefly,and be sure that
if s what the students want. For after all, it is still our school.
Two instancescome immediately tomind. The first example is the
proposed addition to the Colby Art Museum. A generous grant to
enlarge the facility seems wonderful at first glance. Unfortunately,it is
all too easy to deposit that check withouttMnking about the fact that art
students studying now would be put out by the construction. Clearly,
this is not the choice that benefits our art students the best, In a similar vein is the NCAA issue. No matter how strongly
President Cotter feels about this question, he should be thinking.Jong
and hard about the opinions of the students of this campus. While his
job is to make the tough decisions,we as a student body are an integral
part in the decision makingprocess, and should belistened to accordingly.
.
When it comesto making decisions here on campus, the administration should not take a "Big Brother" role. Rather,we should decide as a
community the stepswhich we as a wholewill take to better the College.
The students here are intelligentand talented, and have ayested interest
in the success of this school..By making them a key component in the
process, weare better positioned to make the best decisions.

Make wellness a valuable
requirement

Recently,the College changed the wellness requirement for next
year's incoming first year students. These students will no longer
receive credit for any physical sports including varsity and club
sports. Instead, their only option is to attend 8 out of 10 wellness
seminars in one year in order to fulfill their wellness requirement.
Presently, if a senior has hot completed all four wellness credits
by graduation,s/he must set up chairs at graduation,which can count
for anywhere from 1to 4 credits. If wellness is so important, something that students really do need, then why does this count? Similarly, in the past students have received credit for such menial tasks
as walking their dogs, while others could not get credits for white
water rafting.
Though this new proposal may finally make it easier for people
to fulfill their wellness requirement, the idea of wellness may no
longer be worthwhile. Lectures in the past have tended to be disorganized and uninf ormative,leaving students walking away from them
only having lost an hour of their time. Therefore,if the College only
wants students toattend seminars,these seminarsshould hold up the
values of what wellness is all about.
These classes could also be implemented as a mandatory firstyear program. It is these students, who are entering a new environment, who could benefit most from classes addressing alcohol,
balancing time and work,and sex. This is not to say upper classmen
can't use refresher courses, but these lectures would be significantly
more effective in a student's first semester than his very last.
In order for this new wellness plan to work effectively, the lectures
should focus on issues that will actually educate and positively aff ec t
all students in attendance. Otherwise, it is a waste of timefor students
and faculty alike, meaning that the program should be terminated.
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Letters
Art student s shoul d precede art expansion
To all those concerned about the
proposed addition to the Colby
College Museum of ArtIf we are going to seriously oppose this project and make our
voices heard, it is important that we
have a common understanding of
the issues involved and what exactly it is that we are protesting. I
have come up with the following
items, and if you have any suggestions or questions,please call me at
x4276, e-mail dacolman, or write
me at Box #6170.
1. The proposed two-story museum addition will partially block
the natural light into the painting
studio and completely block the
natural light into the sculpture studio. These studio buildings were
specifically designed with large windows along the north side to capture this light. Thus the museum
addition will have a negative impact on existing educational / teaching facilities,which should be given
priority above everything else.
2. The proposed two-story museum addition will block views from
the painting and sculpture studios,
completely blocking us in between
the walls of the Olin Science Center
on the south side and the walls of
the proposed addition on the north
side. Colby is proud of the "natur al
setting" of the campus; given this
fact, why are they blocking us in
between two huge brick walls and

removing the views out of the studios?
3. The Bixler Art and Music
building is being completely hidden f rom view and cut oiif r o mthe
campus. With the construction of
the Olin Science Center directly in
front of Bixler,the building is barely
visible from the main academic
quad. The proposed addition will
completely hide the studios from
the outside, so that no one will even
know the studios are there when
looking at Bixler.
4. The museum lacks the necessary staff to care for the present
museum in a proper, responsible
manner. New staff cannot be hired
due to the hiring freeze, so how can
they possibly expand the museum
right now and take on more work?
They are doing a disservice to both
the community and the donors who
give works to the museum by not
makingthe preservation and care of
the collection their first priority.
5. There are serious problems
with the existing museum facilities,
most notably the fact that the roof
leaks in the main gallery, dripping
water right next to the paintings,
drawings, and sculptures on display. The light levels in the Davis
Gallery are too high, placing at risk
light-sensitive drawings and paintings hung in that space. These issues must be addressed and corrected as soon as possible. Once that

is done, then consider expansion.
6. Bixler is extremely cramped
for studiospace in everydiscipline—painting, printmaking, drawing,
and sculpture. To let that situation
continue while expanding the art
museum is a blatant slap in the face
to Colby art students. It sends a
clear message that Colby only cares
about the prestige of owning works
of art, and not about teaching and
developing the talents of the students enrolled here. It is very discouraging to both current arid prospective students to see the priorities set by.the school with regards to
the art department and the museum.
7. There is an overall lack of consideration on the part of the school
to take into account the existing
Bixler building. There was once a
nice view out of a large window in
the Bixler Art and Music Library,
looking out over the lawn to the
tennis courts and Arboretum. This
view is now completly destroyed
by the brick gallery walls and the
heating and air-conditioning units
for the Schupf Wing that sit on the
roof right outside the window.This
blatant disregard for the students
and faculty who use the Bixler facilities is inexcusable, and it should
riotbe allowed to happen again with
the construction of the new museum wing.
Devin Colman '98

Lighten pub atmosp here and prohibit smoking
I felt compelled to write in re- nitrosamine, and nicotine.
sponse to Dan Maccarone's piece,
I do not think it should be a
"A Very Hazy Issue," which ap- responsibility of Colby's, as
peared two weeks ago in The Echo.If Maccarone implied, to provide a
this article intended to evoke feel- haven for smokers. In fact, with the
ings of empathy inthereaderforsmok- construction of a campus pub,I hope
ers and their sufferings with the area will become strictly non"cancercicles/'ithadquitetheopposite smoking. It seems an injustice that
effect. Maccaronelaments the future while smokers may choose to damscenarioof underagesmokerson cam- age their own bodies, they may also
pussitting "onrhestepsoftheSpa,faces have free reign to wreack havoc on
,longingly the lungs of fellow pub-goers. One
pressedagainstthewindows
gazingat theircozy eldersin the warm study estimates that two hours of
pub." What I found ironic was how sitting in a smoky bar is the equivamyself, a non-smoker, has frequently lentof a non-smoker consuming four
passedbythewmdowsofmeMarchese cigarettes. If I would never willLounge,lcKDkingadriuringlyatthecozy ingly choose to put those chemicals
wooden booths and large fireplace, in my body, I do not think I should
thinkinghow grosslyunfairthatsucha have to be exposed to them in a
quaint roomon campus wasexclusive newly-created campus pub. A fato mostnon-smokerslike myself,who vorite retort of smokers is to point
cannot stomach the 60 carcinogenic out that alcohol, a drug I do choose
compoundswhich are presentin sec- to consume, can pose some not-soond-hand smoke,liketar,carbonmon- benign effects on the body. To stop
oxide, hydrogen cyanide, phenols, that argument before it even gets
ammonia, formaldehyde, benzene, started,it is important to remember

the obvious: my liver may not enjoy
the effects of a few drinks, but my
actions would never result in the
destruction of those livers around
me. With plans set for the pub to
open in a few short months, I sincerely hope that the powers that be
at Colby keep in mind that secondhand smoke causes about 3,000
deaths each year from lung cancer
in people who don't smoke, causes
irritation of the eyes, nose, and
throat, and is associated with death
from heart disease in 37,000 people
each year. With the decision between
furnishing smokers with alcohol,or
creating an environment which
would be welcomingand hospitable
to all (of legal age), I hope when I
return to campus in the fall of 1998,
I will be able to relax in a smoke-free
campus pub.
Katherine Golfinopoulos '99
University of Edinburgh

How to limit paper consumption
Did you know that Colby uses 6
million sheets of paper every year?
That is the same amount as all the
University of Maine put together
consumes. If you were to attach these
sheets end to end, it would make a
chain from Eustis to the top of the
Sears Tower in Chicago.
There have a been a few articles
lately commentingon consumption.It
is a huge problem in our society as a
whole and a cause of the depletion of
naturalresources,Hereare somesuggestions on what you can do to cut
down oh paper use:
•UseNetPr_ntmtheUbrarieswhen
printingfrom Netscape.It allowsyou
toprmtpartsdfdoairrtents
,ratherthan
theehtiretWng.Ifyoudon
'tknowhow
" '¦¦ touse
rt/askal
iDrarlan.
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•Instead of printing information the MIXED PAPER bins.
fromthe Web,download it onto a disk
•SignawayyouTcampusjunkmail.
Both Olin and Miller have extra dis- If s EASY! The environmentalcouncil
kettesthat they will give to youat the hasextra slipsif youheed one.Already
referencedesksifyouforgetyourown. 25 percent of Colby has signed theirs
,
•Print papers on both sides. You away,and you cando the same.
candothisbygoingiritoprinteroptions
•Use the double sided option on
andsdectmgthemanualfeedoptjpn.
It coders.
is more timeconsumingbut saves paIn the next few weeks,we will be
per!
putt ing up signs by pr inters , copi•Print drafts on recycledpaper,
ers and computers explaining how
•Xjse-e-mail for advertising club to use NetPriritv manual feed, aqd
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Letters

Allow Colby athlete s to reach for star s
sity teams. Like their teammates,
they diligently striveto do their best,
to balance their time, to work together with their teammates to
achieve common goals, to be positivepeer leaders,tochallengethemselves to become the best they can
become and to strive for the potential opportunity to qualify for the
NCAA championships. These are
motivating and rewarding lessons
for life not learned in a classroom

could be winning a national championship, as Colby students did
twice last year, or simply competing at the highest level at Division
III.These are memoriesthat not only
last a lifetime,but moreimportantly,
empower our children to excel in
the future far beyond any athletic
arena.
We share Colby's vision to
academically develop future citizens to excel personally, within
their community, nationally and
beyond. Let us also continue to
provide the opportunity for
Colby students to "reach their
stars" athletically as well.

Colby College is an extraordinary liberal arts college and we
applaud its goals. We do not,
however, support the proposed
limitation on NCAA participation and achievement.
A college committed to maximizing the growth potential of
its students should, as Colby does
now , provide challenges and opportunities that promote students' development in all areas
of their being-for each enhances
the other and optimizes the
whole. Denying team participation at the national level deters
development and growth.
The focus of Division III sports is
student participation and our sons
are among the approximately 30
percent of Colby students on var-

As parents, we have traveled to
attend our sons' post-season championships, regionally and nationally. With them,we shared the thrill
of their qualifying, their respect for
other athletes' achievements, the
excitement of their competition and
the joy of their success. That success

About two months ago, the International Club at Colby held its
first meeting in this academic year.
Although the list of new members
was large,most of those who signed
up did not come and this fact then
influenced those who decided to
attend. As I was sitting in the Pugh
Center going through the usually
dry "getting to know each other"
process, it occurred to me that,
maybe, people do not care about
being a member, because nobody
else does and any initiative is meaningless. It almost seemed like the
cocktail parties and a new stereo in
our office were the sole incentives
to be offered.
I realized I had two options: to
quit or to change something. One's
own time is a scarce commodity
and the first option would thus seem
a natural one, since it does not involve any effort whatsoever; I rejected that option, though, due to

my belief that one should not be
afraid of any hardship when following what one believes to be a
good purpose. In my opinion, making the Colby community more
aware of its international portion
represents such purpose. To know
more about others means to know
more about one's self and in this
particular case, the impact of this
process is magnified by sometimes
extremely wide cultural differences.
In order to make the international prospective more accessible,
I came up with the idea of publishing our own newspaper. I gained
support from several members of
the club and together, we would
like to pursue this goal to the best of
our ability. Our experiences with
journalism are extremely narrow,
though; and together with certain
financial problems and the present
general lack of interest, result in
some limitations that Orhis , our

project,must face. In addition,most
of the foreign countries are represented by only one student each
and the newspaper thus cannot be
objective.
We do,however,believe this experiment is worth our efforts and
hope that not only you, the students, but the faculty as well will
accept our invitation to join and
contribute to our newspaper. We
plan on publishing Orbis once per
month,but we would love to intensify our activity once we increase
the general interest in the purpose.
Our first issue is coming up soon
and it will provide you with a general overview of most of the foreign
countries represented on campus as
based on a uniform questionnaire
submitted to every internationalstudent at Colby. Bis dann, a plus!!!

In response to the recent letters
portraying Colby students as irresponsible and rude , I would like
to tell of a positive experience that
happened to me last week. Last
Saturday night during famil y
weekend, my grandfather gave me
forty do llars for my upcom ing
bir thday. Unfortunately, the
money fell ou t of my pock et in the

women's bathroom of my dorm ,
Piper. Thinking it would be in vain
but still worth a try, I posted a sign
asking if anyone had found it. I
would have known no different
had the finder kept the money and
rather expected this to happen .
However , the student who found
it, Amanda Rutherford , saw the
sign and promp tly re t urne d t he

money to me. I am grateful that
such a wonderful person lives in
my dorm and I want to thank
Amanda for her honesty . I think
that actions like Amanda 's are not
so infrequent here and are actually a better reflection of the students at Colb y.

alnn p

hidy and Doug Bowden
Parents of Peter '98 and
Craig '99
~

New publication , Orbis , needs help

Milan Babik '01
Colby CollegeInternational Club

Student' s honest y is greatl y app reciated

Kari Christensen '98

Choices for a sustainabl e
future- what we could be

composter , in combination with
all organic waste on campus ,
Contributing
Writer
.
eventually is spread atop the organic agriculture research site.
According
to
a
recent
study,
What has been most influential
.
(-OmyCoUege'scommitmenttocam- isthe administration 'slead in cultipusenvmonmentalqualiryandedu- vatinganenvimro ^entalconsdouscaaon is serving as amodel for lib- ness on campus.Their fiist priority
eral arts colleges across the nation. was to create a full-time staff posiThe collegeboasts a waste manage- tion for a campus environmental
ment plan -hat has actually saved coordinator, who has, within the
students money. Their 3-step "Re- past 5 years, nurtured a community
duce,Reuse/Recycle" campaignasks of respect between the collegeand
students and faculty the questions: its surrounding environment Tlie
Hcrwamweeliminateneedlesssolid administration has redefined the
waste? How can we set the trend in meaning of environmental quality
environmental sustainability? Fac- to include interactive harmony beulty correspond by e-mail, and en- tweenstudentsofdifferentraceand
courage theuseofthehbrary reserve etrthicity, and to rediscover links
systemtoreducehardcopiesofhand- betweenhumans and theirnon-huoutsandshort-chapterreadings.Turman world. Teachers seek to prethermore , they
pare students for the
haveconvincedsturealities of their fudents to double
ture, while students
We
need
side papers and to
work to create their
fighters
,
we
useoldpape rdraffs
own.Students underfornote-takingand
stand that their lifeneed people
memos.
styles today will eiwho
want
CaUght up in
ther improve or comchange...
the movement ,
promise the future of
students are coneveryone else. Colby
tinuall y looking
has chosento take the
for ways to reduce needless waste, lead,toquestionitsactions ,toshape
encourag ing water and electric- a management plan that isnot only
ity conservation on campus and progressive, but responsible and
supporting the college's new sustainable.
comprehensive waste recy This is unfortunatel y not the
cling program. Presentl y, only reality at Colby, but it could be!
50 percent of recyclable waste It takes a faculty, administration ,
is recycled , however students and student-bod y that not only
are working to double that fig- wants this, but will work toward
ure in the next 3 years. Also, over it. We need fighters , we need
95 percent of cans and bottles are people who want change, we
being saved from land/fills , in- need activists on all levels and in
cineration , and deep sea dump- all , departments. We need you!
ing, while the campus main- The environmental movement is
tains a safe-disposal pro gram not only about saving Maine 's
for non-recyclable waste includ- forests and promoting biologiing batteries and light bulbs. cal health in our rivers and
Their boycott on styrof oam prod- streams , it's about every one of
ucts continues , arid other boy- us deciding to make lifestyle
cotts are being considered. Stu- changes that reflect our awaredents and staff have launched a ness of the limits of natural rezero food waste campaign edu- sources. The health of your comcating the campus on the need- munity economically, socially,
less expense of simply throwing and ecologically, is intrins ically
away food. Students serve them- connected to our environment.
selves the amoun t they want, and Be active in the environmental
what is thrown into the food movemen t, we all need youO

BY STEPHEN HIGGS

If you could brin g a wellness lecture to Colby, what would it be?
Tess Gurley '98

Dave Spiro '98 and
J ustin Frederickson '98
"None. Wellness lectures are a
waste of our time."

"Taco Bell as a lifestyle."
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Charles Costanzo '98
'The uses and abuses of Gin*
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Op inions
IF

Huntin g season should
include th e Mo ose

careifadeergotantlersornot.Iusually
shoof em off anyway!
Me: Are out-of-staters allowed to
get a licenseand hunt deer in Maine?
Randy: They can, but if I see any
AsIsitdownhereattheEcfcotrying
to thinkof an articlefor thisweek,Iam out-of-staters, I shoof em! Friggin' igsorely tempted to writeabout themu- norant out-of-staters make me right
sical selection on local radio stations, boiled! Last one I saw, I staved him
includingWMHB. You see,WMHB is right solid!
Me: "Staved him?"
rightnextdoor,and somethingsoundRandy:
Yeah, I friggin' adminising likeyodelingis right nowwafting
aroundthecornerTt'sprobablyyodel-tered a fistin' on his head!
Me: Ok, well... is it legalto hunt at
inghour.Still,I guessobscuremusicis
better than 92 Moose,whichwill only night,Randy?
Randy:If yougotafastertruckman
play a songifsomeoneelsehasalready
beenplayingitfbratleastayear.Iflever thewarden,it is!SinceI dropped a 454
get electedto somepositionof power,I intheChevy,Ibeenjackin'deerwhenwill back a law that would make it everI want. Got eight thatwayjustlast
illegal to play the Spice Girls' week!Plus she'll lay a ruthlesspatch
Me: I thought you were only al'Wannabe" more than threetimes in
twenty-four hours. I'm guessing The lowed to shoot one deer per season.
,somekindof
Randy.Whatareyou
Moosewouldbreak this law in under
gamewarden?
Youknowwhat
30 minutes on the first day. Then the friggin'
kundromattheysharespacewithcouldyoucando...youcanheaddownsouth
do everyonea favor and replace their and play theskinflute! (Click)
Me: Thank you for your time,
studiowith a couple moredryers.
But enough about the Moose, Randy.
One problem with hunting seaI'm heretotalk aboutdeer.It's come
to my attention that a staggering son is that toward the end of the
number of Colby students are un- month, the hunters start getting
aware that the woods surrounding desperate. If it looks like a deer, it
the campus are right now filled with willbeshotat.By "lookslikeadeer,"
armed men. Thaf s right, if s huntin' I mean eveiything from cats and
season!Hailing from the teemingme- dogs to Volkswagens and the mule
tropolis of Jefferson, Maine, I am al- statue in front of the field house.
readyweU-acqiaaintedwiththerulesofFlashes of white can also be mishunting season. But for those of you taken for a fleeing whitetail. This is
whoarenot,I calledup Randy Dingjle- why they make camouflage toilet
beiTy,anoldhighschcolfriendofniine. paper.j Try to keep all this in mind
He filled me in on the latest develop- next time you're running the threements pertaining to hunting season. mile loop wearing a brown
For the benefit of all you flatlanders, sweatshirt and white headband. So
here's our conversation:
kids, next time you're out in the
Me: So, Randy, is a hunter al- woods, try to go with colors not
lowed to shoot any deer, or do you worn by deer. Because looking like
a dork for a few weeks is still better
need a permit to shoot doe?
Randy: Ifri ggin'shoot whatever than riding home strapped to a
I want! If I'm out gunnin', I don't fender.Q
BY EZRA.DYER
Opinions Editor
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The unpaid internshi p dilemma
BY EOBYND. MACO
Staff Writer

It seems to be common knowledge that college
students are encouraged to spend at least one summer
working as an intern in a field of professional or personal interest.While spending a summer workingas an
intern helps build the resume and the reference list,and
offers valuable career training,the internship experience can't be experienced by all due to some economic
factors. While many students will be applying for
internships in various professional f ields during the
next few months, it is important that we look at the
internship experience, observe its faults, and learn to
fix those faults when we can.
. .
. ¦ First and foremost, not everyone can afford to work
for nothing during a summer. That is not to say that aU
internships are unpaid. You can get lucky and find a
paid internship, but it appears that most summer internships are unpaid or offer a small stipend to cover
lunch and transportation costs. The lack of monetary
compensation for many internships is one of the most
troubling aspects of the whole experience. Summer is a
time for students to earn money for tuition, books, and
personal expenses for college. The unpaid internship
places many students in a catch-22 situation. You're

expected to gain work experience in order to make
yourself marketable to future employers, yet you need
to earn money for school. Perhaps companies., businesses, government offices , and other organizations
which offer unpaid internships should allocate the
necessary financial resources in their budgets to provide competitive and equal opportunities to all.
The second internship scenario is another harsh
reality because it combines the unpaid internship with
the temporary relocation factor. Unfortunately, some
of us are geographically handicapped ,and the internship we need in order to build our resume and gain
work experienceis nowhere near home. Hence, living
away from home becomes the next alternative. However, if mommy and daddy won't pay the rent and
living expenses,which can be ridiculously high, then
that familiar catch-22 experience reappears. The question remains, how> canybu pay the rent andsw.ork.for
nothing? You can find an extra job which would help
cover the added expenses of living away from home,
but there's a good chance that there won't be. any
money left for the books you'll need to read during the
fall semester. In order to deal with the high cost of
living that many interns face and cannot afford , perhaps employers should encourage their employees
through some type of monetary compensation or reSee INTERNSHIPon p age 13
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Colb y Environ mental Council distort s oil dr illing facts
BY BENJAIVlWD. LING
Contributing Writer
I am writing in response to the recent
effort on the part of the Colby Environmental
Coalition to stop oil welldrilling in the Grand
Staircase Escalante National Monument in
Utah. For those who did not see the signs in
the Cotter Union and across campus, it appeared that the CEC had two primary concerns—the first was the legality of the supposed precedent that was being set for
CONOCO to be allowed to drill on this land;
the second appeared to be what the implications of this policy would be on other federal
lands, specifically our National Park and
Wilderness systems.
In order to understand both the legality and the implications of the well, one
has to look at the context under which this
particular National Monument w;as created and also the laws which govern the
administration of National Monuments
and federal lands in general. For those
unfamiliar with public lands policy, much
of the federal government's land holdings, which were retained after the homestead acts were repealed, were originally
set aside for multiple use, with economic
development such as logging, grazing,
mining and oil exploration on the land
encouraged. Under the laws that govern
the two agencies that administer the vast
majority of this land, the Forest Service
and the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), private individuals and companies are allowed to purchase the rights to
develop the resources on these lands from
the federal government as long as they
follow certain guidelines.
With the advent of the environmental
movement, there began to develop feelings
that development on certain sections of this
land ought to belimited.Such sentiments led
to the creation of the National Park system,
the NationalWildernesssystem,the National
Monument system,and the National Wildlife
Preserve system. Each of these particularsystems has different charters and subsequently
different means for dealing with the prior
resource rights that exist on the lands incorporated under these systems. Herein lies the
crux of__the_^_
issue.
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The CEC has a
responsibility as a
respected organization
on campus to hold its
information to the
highest standards.
without some form of compensation would
clearly not only be unconstitutional, but also
morally abhorrent. Because this law makes
no provisions for compensation, it has been a
well known fact since the monument's creation that this land could still be developed if
one of the holders of the rights decided to
exercise them. Therefore, the decision for
CONOCO to begin drilling did not demonstratean aboutface''onthepartoftheClinton
administration, rather it-was well within the
bounds of current law and was expected.
The CEC's second fear is the potential
implications that this move has for existing
NationalParks and Wilderness Areas. As I
havealready stated,these two particular areasof federal land managementare governed
by different laws than are National Monuments, and this being the case, it is very easy
to assuage all fears. National Parks are set
aside for the purposes of preservation and
recreation only, leaning towards the latter;
National Wilderness Areas are set aside for
the same reasons, leaning more towards the
//
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ward system to host internsduring the
summer months.
If you have a chance to go to a large
bookstore, go to the employment section and look at all of the books written
about internships.The topicsrangefrom
howtogetthemtemshipyouwantto the
most prestigious internships available
in the United States. These books are
helpful,plentiful and expensive.It frustrates me that the internship experience,
usually the unpaid experience;has been,
made into another industry. Don't get
me wrong, there's nothing wrong with
capitalism and making money off of
something. However,the danger lies in
the fact that money is being made at the
expense of the unpaid intern. Also, the
summer internship experience favors
those whocan afford to workforlittle or.
no compensation, which leaves those
who must work during the summersin
the dark.
Finding a summerinternship seems
to be a necessary aspect of our education
and working lives. The idea of the internship is beneficial and makes sense
in today'sworld,but the way the internship experience has been executed is
wrong and has wronged many. While
we, as students, are not in a position to
fix the problematicways of the internship experience, it is important that we
recognize what is wrongand attemptto
fix the wrongs of the system when we
have the opportunityto do so.Q
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I would like to close with a statement of
support for the CEC and its activities on
campus; it plays a very valuable role in promotmgenvirorimentalresponsibLu'tyatColby,
and for that it deserves our gratitude. I would,
however, like to offer the advice that if it
continues to address areas of public policy in
the future,it should make at least some effort
to understand the issue to avoid publicly
embarrassing itself and many in the Colby
community.?
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former. They are both created in such a way
that all prior holders of valid and existing
rights are compensated and claims such as
the one that CONOCO is exercising do not
exist on these lands.
Having thus addressed the concerns of
the CEC, I would now like to point out the
more disturbing issues that this action by the
CEC demonstrated. Firstof all,the CEC clearly
had only a limited knowledge of the facts
surrounding the case,getting the bulk of their
information from one biased source. Despite
a clear lack of understanding and non-existent desire to delve deeper into the facts of the
issue, it presented this incomplete and factually misguided case to the student body. It
has a responsibility as a respected organization on campus to hold its information to the
highest standards and to make a genuine
effort to understand the issue completely before taking it to the student body—a responsibility that it ignored in this instance.
Secondly, this also points to a very
disturbing fact about the nature of the
student body. By the end of the week,
more than 300 people, including at least
one senior faculty member, had signed
the sheets of paper that the CEC called a
petition to stop the drilling. Not only did
they fail to demonstrate the critical thinking with which a liberal arts education
supposedly endows us by seeking the facts
beyond the propaganda, they also all
signed their support for a petition that
did not exist. In asking -students to sign
this petition , the CEC presented no actual
policy position. The printed materials
presented a case against the drilling, but
the single sheet that was actually authored
by the CEC was nothing more than a brief
overview of the case and a series of questions about the implications of the well.
The people who signed the sheet may
have expressed their solidarity with these
•vague questions but did not demonstrate
any support for a tangible policy position. This again demonstrates a severe
failure on the part of the College to impart
upon these 300 people some semblance of
critical reason whereby they could realize
that their effort to sign the list was nothing more than a practical waste of time
and a public demonstration of their own
gullibility.
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PresidentCIintondeclared this l.Zmillion
acre area in southern Utah a National Monument in September of 1996, taking what had
been federal public domain land administered by the BLM and setting it aside for the
primary (though not singular) purpose of
preservation and recreation under the 1906
Antiquities Act. This act prohibits the BLM
from selling further resource rights on the
land and seriously limitsnon-resource development (i.e. roads),but it also unequivocally
states that the establishment of any such
monument is subject to "Valid and existing
rights." CONOCO, under the statutes that
had governed the land up until the president's
declaration,had legally obtained the oil rights
to morethan 140,000acres of thisland. Forthe
president to be able tb take away such rights
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"Chasing Amy" answ er
BY MEG BELANGER
Staff Writer

There should be a warning at the
beginningof this moviethat says it is
notfortheweakofheartwhehitcomes
to thesexually explicitlanguage,but if
youcangetover1_rat(wMch isnothard
to do) thereis no doubt that youwill
enjoy thismovie.It is very intelligent,
funny and heartwrenchingall at the
same time.In short,"ChasingAmy"is
a love story with a lot of twists and
turns.
What happens when you want to
date a woman who happens to be a
,of
lesbian?Youbecomeherbestfriend
course. But then what happens when
you fall in love with her? This is the
situation Holden McNeill has to deal
with. Then there's theflip side: What
happens when you are a lesbian who
falls in love with a man? "Chasing
Amy"answersall thesequestionsand
raises new ones with a lot of honesty
and humor. It stars Ben Affleck as
Holdenand Jason Leeas Banky. They

have been best friends since elementary schooland in adulthood,started a
comic book together that has made
them successful Enter Alyssa Jones,
also a comicbook writer.Sheisplayed
by Joey Lauren Adams. Alyssa disrupts everythingf or thetwomen,their
comic book and their friendship. The
adoisarewonderfultowatchand
play
their parts quite believably. The supporting actors in the film really add
qpiaKtytoit,too,whemeritisintheform
of humoror a mdodramaticanecdote.
This movie touches on very real
fearswhenit comes to enteringa new,
intense relationship. Is love really all
youneed?Holdenand Alyssa haveto
face major upheavals in theirlives in
orderto maketheirrelationshipwork.
Alyssa's friends ostracizeher for suddenly datingaman.Holdenwatchesas
he loses his best friend and business
partner.Thestorylineisoneofthemost
appealing aspects of this movie.It neither romantidzesthe relationshipnor
takesonacynicalview.
Theaudienceis
dmwnquiteeasUytomecharactersand
find themselvesfeelingwhat the char-

Con an and Tibet
*

BY TOM DIBRITA

WMHB Music Director

L ive f rom 6A

As you walk into your favorite WatervilleCD store this month
looking for the newest CD by
your favorite artist, be sure to
check the Various Artists section
as November is known to be the
month of the compilation. With
Christmas approaching, those
capitalists we all love to hate put
together musical collections they
feel will make great stocking
stuffers, and therefore, a pretty
dollar. One of the various compilations out is "Live From 6A: Late
Night withConanO'Brien."From
first glance this compilation looks
I likeonefortherecord books.With
artists varying from Jamiroquai
to Cake to the Squirrel Nut Zippers and including such names
as Ani DiFranco, Elvis Costello,
Bjork and Matthew Sweet, this
compilation certainly ranks with
the best of them.
However , it does have its
faults. Thou gh the names may
be huge , the songs are not. For
some of us this has its benefits.
It can be nice to get live versions of the lesser known songs
by our favorite artists. However , for t hos e people who are
search ing for a one CD par t y
mix, this is not the CD for you.
G rea t t r a cks i nclude Elv is
Costello 's beauti ful vers ion of
"All this Useless Beauty /'
Dav id Bow ie's "Dead Man
Walk ing/' and Bjork' s "Human Behav ior. " All t hree of
t hese songs con t ain a quiet
beau ty which shines through
in the live emotion of this CD.
On t he o t her hand , t he louder ,
more rambunc ti ous songs on
this CD tend to lose something.
Since the recordin g of the CD
was done in a TV studio w it hout
great acoust ics or state of the art
"music " sound equipmen t,many
of the sounds are lost. This does
not affec t the soft songs nearly as
detr iment ally as it does the loud
ones; Included in this group are
the Ani DiFranco song "Shame-

less," and the Cake tune "The
Distance." On the whole, this CD
contains some good tunes and is
a great collectors item, however
it is certainly not the best compilation of the season. I reserve that
title for the Tibetan Freedom concert compilation due out in approximately a week.

The Tibetan Freedom Concert

This CD is not only the best
compilation of this season, but
possibly the best compilation
ever. The Tibetan Benefit concert
was held this past summer and
took place in only a select number of cities. It was a thoroughly
successful event bringing together the biggest stars from all
walks of music for the basic goal
of stopping oppression. The CD
does the same. It is a three CD set.
The first two CD's include a song
from each artist who performed
over the course of two days in
New York, while the third CD
includes those who performed in
San Francisco. The 35 artists featured on the disc include: Ben
Harper , Patti Smith, Radiohead ,
A Tribe Called Quest , U2, Noel
Gallagh er, Sonic Youth, Porno for
Pyros, Foo Fighters , Krs- 1, Eddie
Vedder and Mike McCready,
Mighty Mighty Bosstones , Pavement, Blur , Michael Stipe and
Mike Mills , Bjork , Rancid, the
Beasrie Boys , Beck, The Fugees,
and Rage Against the Machine.
As if that wasn 't enoug h, all the
money earned from the sale of
the CD goes to benefit the cause
of the Tibetan people. So those of
you who are concerned with polit ical correc t ness will not be
suppor ting those capitalist
suppressers. The sound quality of
theCDis surprisinglygood,andthe
songselectionisgrea taUowingthose
of youwho werenot at the concer t
to come as close to the experience
as possible. The best tracks are
Radiohead 's "Fake Plastic Trees/
Blur's "Beatlebum," andthe Beasrie
Boys ' "Root Down." I strongly
recommend this CD for any collection and it makes a great gift as
there really is at least a couple of
songs for every music taste. Q

actersfeel,whichisattimesjoy,frustration,anger,and just purepain.Itcanbe
an emotional rollercoasterto watch,
but that is just a testimonyto a good
film.
Thisfilm isverywellmadeand has
a lot of symbolism in it, surprisingly
enough. Usually the action going on
outside of the main characters is
rr_mickingwhat the main characters
feel When a door closes, it is a door
closingonarelationship.In onescenea
hockeygameserves as a metaphorfor
Holden and Alyssa's relationship.It is
meperfectcxDmparisonforthesituation
in the movieand if s funnyto watch,
too. And thesymbolswill not go over
your head either.Instead, they add to
the intelligence and the enjoyment of
the film.
There aren't many drawbacks to
this film either.Thelanguageproblem,
if you want to call it that, was mentioned in me beginning, but the language should not be the reason you
miss seeingthis movie. Even Adams'
squeakyvoiceshoulcm'tdeteryoufrom
renting it. You may remember him

Photo courtesy of Miramax
Ben Aff leck and Joey Lauren Adems star in "Chasing Amy."
from "Dazed and Confused/' Then
there's the ending. It leavesit open for
the audience to choose their own in a
way.And that canbeveryunnerving.
An audience usually likes to be told
what happens in the end. So, depend-

ing on yourpersonal preference,you
mayorrr_iynotliketheendmg.I)espite
these meager critiques, the movie is
fantastic,andifyoudidn'tcatchitinthe
theater, you should definitely catch it
onvideoO
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BY GINA DIBELLA
Staff Writer

Just in time for Halloween came
''Screamplays/' a compilation of
never-before-released TV movie
screenplays by such renowned horror aufhbrs as Stephen King and
Richard MatheSon, among others.
"You don't need a;movie theater or
a VCR to savor thebest in cinematic
terror and suspense," according to
the jacket, but that's taking it a bit
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everybody's safe becauseof the cat
The elf is so humorous, the cat so
fantastically heroic,and thedialogue
so poor that if s hard to imagine this

too far. There s the sunple fact that
horror movies,as a genre,rely more
on thevisualaspectsof bloodarid guts
and "dark scary forests" to get to,the
audience, ratherthan the intriguing
dialogue. Even overlooking; that
though,it is hardto imagine the weak
talesin this book as the "best in cinematicterror and suspense."
The screenplays arepreceded by
a pretentious introduction by author Dean Koontz, who expounds
upon the advantages of writing
screenplays versus novels as well as
the hardships faced when trying to
transfer a vision to the big screen.
His main point is you can do less
work writing a screenplay and receive less criticism, but you pay for
that by giving up your "joyous exploration of heart and soul" to the
will of the producers, directors and
actors working on the film version.
An important point to this particular collection,but did it have to come
across, in such a pompous way?
Thefiiststory,"General'/ byStephen
Kmg,tellsmetaleofayounggirlwhose
roomis inhabitedby a vidouself. Her
only defenseagair_5tmepredatoris
the
family pet, a cat namedGeneral. The
basicstoryis:elf goes after girl,cat goes
after elf , big fight ensues,

as horror. Worth taking note is
King's interjection: ''thedirectorand
the special effects guy will make
him [the elfl the way he should
look:"That horrific detail is enough
to scare any reader. Ifs easy to see
how this doesn't need to be watched
as a movie, really.
Another story, "Moonlighting"
by Harlan Ellison, is more intriguingbut has no trace of horror at all.
It tellsof a corrupt construction company and the eventual downfall of
its president. Ifs not a bad screenplay, but what is it doing in this
compilation? Ellison,however,does
a good job giving specific descriptions of scenes and characters, including facial expressions and detailed conversations.
Expectations weren't high for
thisbook,butitmanagedtobeworse
than anticipated. The concept is
somewhat tough to swallow, but
ifs such a poor attempt anyway
that it fails on multiple levels.
"Screamplays" arrived just in time
for Halloween, especially if you
were looking for a bland holiday.Q
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861-8303
Central Maine's Finest In
Modern Tatt ooing.
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In our nevernending qu^st to
bringyousomeofHewEngland'
s
finest microbrews^,we split this
week between Maine and New
Hampshire. Firstup is Portland,
Maine's AllagashBrewingCompany with twocompletelydifferent takes on the beef front Then,
movingwestwardto Deny,New
Hampshire we find the Nutfield
Brewing Company, which ,was
foundedin 1994.Nutfieldenstires
you that all of its beers are "fire-"brewed to perfection." Either
way, you can find three of ifs
beers as well as both Allagash
efforts at Joka'sin themicrobrew
section.
Allagash White Beer; If
you're the type of person who
smells yourbeerbefore youdrink
it, then you'll simpl y t hink,
''Wow, this smells like beer."
Smells can be deceivingthough,
as,with the first sip, the potency
goesright to your ears. "Whew!"
Though it is definitely the beer of
the week, don't drink too many
of these. The first thing you'll
notice about its aftertaste is that
it comes right at you with no illusions of what it is. It says "I'm
alcohol, come and getme/'which
can lead you to a misguided
negative impression. Upon further investigation though, you
is
realize that i^r actually quite
sweet, like candy.Yummy.
Allagash Double Ale: In no
competition with the White Beer
through style, taste, or odor,this
beer doesn't even seem as if it is
from the same brewery.It immediately has a much harsher odor,
springing the thought that this
one's gonna be stiff to your mind.
However, it is not as potent a
beer, and has a taste like it could
be the beginning of a stout (But
it's not—it' s an ale albeit a
creamy one). Ifs a darker alter*

^ odor,whichisvirtu;ai very faint

ally impossible to dedphervit,
does have a nice initial impact,
but tastes a bit thin. One thing
you'resure of after the first sip is
that it will give you a buzz
quickly/'so it should be considered a social sipping beer. Definitely one you could nurse for
awhile. It tasteslikea mediumale
which, oddly enough, it is.
Nuffield Old Man Ale: The
brewery'ssecondbeer,named after New Hampshire's famous
Old Man in the Moutain, comes
in an unexpectedly heavy glass
bottle* The smell of its five percent alcohol oddly reminds you
of Spaghetti-0's/ which is not the
best odor to start off with. Despite the negativeimmediate impressions,weventured further to
actually take a sip, which ended
up morp hing the pasta sauce
smell into a dirty sweat sock,
though on the up side it did have
a warmand sweet aftertaste. This
is definitely not a firstchoice beer.
Tobe fair,we waited a little while
to see if it got any better whereupon,after taking another sip,we
exclaimed to ourselves, "Gee,
this soil sucks." Watch out, this
beer will interfere with anything
else you drink that nigh t and you
should not, under any circumstances, combineWHOP and Old
¦
Man Ale.
Nutfield Harvest Ale: A seasonal beer, this is the brewery's
equivalent to an Octoberfest. As
you f lip the top open, its name
immediately lives up to itself as
the scent of dry leaves appropriately fills your nostrils. Again,
this is a quite thin and sweet beer,
leaving you with no initial response. Ir/san average, take it or
leave it,beer that we could sip for
hours and still not taste much of
anything. Perhaps it' s a good
thing it only comes once a year.Q

IrenesBreakf ast & lummoNerri

242 Main Street , Waterville • 872-9942
Next to New Mood Rising. Across from Railroad Square Plaza .
Specials every day. Breakfast served all day long .
Lunch Specials. Homemade Breads and Pies .
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Th e art of t alkin ' some smack
gonna take you to school."This is a nice and
polite form of jest and all can giggle at the
artistic metaphor.
.. " ' • ' ' '
During the course of a competition, trash
talking isvital. It isbest used,however,during
either close games or games where you have
the lead and are in control. Another good
school comment that can be used by any defensive player is, "You can call me the professor, cause I just I^ed yo' ass." This is a little
more harsh,yet it still iswithinthe boundaries
of intellectualinsults. One important note is
thatone should never start trash talking when
he or she is losing or is not playingwell.Trash
talking loses all of its vaUditywhen its source
has no place saying it.
The second thing to remember about trash
talking is knowing how to "bring the heat"
when it is most needed. Let me tell you about
the heat, kids. Successfully bringing the heat

BY ROB TARLOGK
Staff Writer

Today, my fellow students, we are going
to explore and immerse ourselves in the
beauty of trash talking.Trash talkinghaslong
been a part of sports, and drives athletes to
excel and compete at levels that exceed all
expectation.Somemayarguethatfoul mouth
antics and verbal berating should hot be a
part of competition, but I think that a good
verbal jab isjust as important as the Gatorade
on the sidelines.
The first point that one must know to be a
successful trash talker, is when to actually
talk some trash. Talking trash is alwaysgood
before a competition. For example, before a
basketball game, one might say to his opponent,"Ihopeyou get good grades, 'cause I am
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tims of a nice little tongue lashing. If you or
someone you know is assaulted by some
talkers, use your mind, not your fist. Usually
those who talk the talk can walk the walk.
Alwayskeep that inmind.If someonesays to
you, "I'm gonna blow you away likeTimothy
McViegh," just turn to him and say "sticks
and stones can break my bones but names
will never hurt me. Oh,and by the time I get
donekickinyourass;you'regonnabecrappin'
my size !
1Adidas for a month."
Now you are armed withall the information necessary to go out and try it yourselves.
Have fun withtrashtalking and seehowit will
help youin your conquestto excel in athletics.
For themost part,you haveto makeyourown
phrases. Sometimes they will just pop Out on
the spot;other timesthey may take some deep
thought. Regardless, use these words of wisdom and I will see you next week.Q

takes practice and is always a gamble. Sometimes,the heat Can incite the other team more
than hurt them;whichwould enable them to
ultimately burn you in the end. So draw your
eyes a little closer and try and remember my
words of wisdom. When you bring the hard
core heat toyour opponent,never insult anything but his ability or his school. Ethnic or
racial slurs do not belong in sports and if you
usethem,I hopeI neverplay you,cause asthe
once famous clown said,"Homey don't play
dat!" Now,here is a good heat to bring to the
game. A player can say to his Opponent, "Hi,
my name is Ike Turner; you must be Tina,
cause I just spanked your sorry ass." This is
always a sure way to get some laughs from
your team and instill some fear in your adversary.
The last fact that one must know is how to
answer back if they find themselves the vic-
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Hair Specialists

Where Colby students go
'—— j Discounts for
873-2028 Colby students
I with ID
189 Main Street
Waterville, ME
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Footba ll team not necessaril y 0-8
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

Forthoseofyouwhodidn'tniake
it down to Brunswick last Saturday
for the biggest football game of the
year, you missed more than just an
intense in-state battle. You also
missed the opportunity to watch a
group of men give everything they
had in search of a CBB tide. While
this year's Mule squad finished 0-8
and failed to bring home the CBB
crown for the first time in tenyears,
therecordchdn'tshowallthatneeded
to be shown.
Qn paper, this team could easily
have been 44 or at least 3-5. A one
point loss to Bates could have gone
the other way. A few changes here
and there and theBowdoin and Tufts

games are both wins. Who knows, a Every time.
few lessinjuries to keyplayersin key
Every player stepped up their
situations, and the Mules make the game considerably. Bill Polin, an
longanvehomefromHaardltonwith offensive lineman, ran down a
a notch in thewin column.
Bowdoin safety to save a touchNow I know that we can't go down; puntert)arrenlrelandducked
back m time, and a loss is a loss, but and ran from defenders to get off a
no matter how depressing an 0-7 punt. He also placed two punts instart is, there should've been more side the Polar Bear ten yard line to
people at Bowdoin fof this game.Ifs handicap the . Bowdoin offense.
that simple,
Meanwhile, he was busy knocking
SomehavequestiOnedtheteam's down passes and coveringopposing
heart and ability. But anyone who wideouts in key situations.
made it to the game Saturday saw
So what does 0-8 really mean?
nothing shprt of a ferocious battle. Not much. People can see this team
The Mules played with fire and in- asadisappomtment,butany6newho
tensity and refused to give up. Trail- does obviously did n't follow this
ing 17-6 at half-time, it would've year's Mules too closely. If they had,
been easy to pack it in and give up. they would know that these men
Instead, the Mule defense stepped refused to roll over, even in the face
up their play and stuffed the Polar of defeat. That is a winning team,
Bears every time they needed to.. regardless of what is on paper.Q

women's rugby muster s tie
BY LYNDALL S CHU STER
Staff Writer ' . '.

The Colby women's rugby team
faced off againstBatesthisweekendin
a gruelingmatchthat resulted in a 1212 tie. The Mulesquad had a difficult
first half, playing consistent defense,
but failing topush theball out of their
ownhalfof theheld.Bates,cheered on
by a substantial crowd, scored in the
firsthalf and managed a conversion.
Colby,however,cameback in full
f ervdr, retaliating with a try by wing
Michelle Medeiros '99, bringing the

scoreto7-5Bates.After thehalf,Colby
came back into the game with more
spiritthantheyhad shown in the first
half and managedto matcha second
Bobcatby wj_h one of -heirown, this
timebydght-manMelissaMadm
'98.
TheMulesconvertedthetry thistime,
as fullback Amie Joseph '98 split the
uprightsto bringthe scoretol2-l2.
Thistieputs theColby Womenin a
highly favorableposition for the New
England playoffs next Weekend in
Holyoke, Mass. The teamhas played
wellall season long, arid their persistence and perseverancehas paid off
repeatedly.

gj

Thismatchwasmarkedwifhboth
trouble for the solid Colby team, but
also shining momentsof great rugby.
The gamewas also riddledwith injuries. Two Colby ruggersweresent to
the hospital with head injuries,and a
third came out with knee problems.
Leah Dering '99, and Aleka Krueger
'00, both camet onto the A-squad to
replacethe injury losses and played
solid defense for a near impenetrable
back line. Despite themud and Bates'
opposition,Colby did not let up in the
faceofMyersity, and proved to everyone thatthey deserveto beput at the
top of theirleague.Q
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J ackie Bate s '98

Bates, who has made her mark this fall as one of NESCAC's fop
volleyball players,continued to solidify her reputation last week at the
NESCAC Tournament held at Tufts University. Coming off an outstanding individual performance at the Maine State Championships
in which she was named Maine Player of the Year, Bates-recorded a
100% serve-receive percentage, was named to theTft&Tourhament
team and was also recognized as an All-Conference First-Teammember.

Carol yn toim '01

The Immunology GraduateProgram of the University of Connecticut - Health Center at
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study leading to a PhD in Biomedical Science with Immunology as an area of concentration.
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Over 125 students at the University of Connecticut Health Center pursue PhD degrees.Students
in the Immunology Gradu ate
Program seek a PhD, MD/PhD
or DMD/PhD degree and are
suppor ted by a Training Grant
from the National Institutes of
Heal th , a University Fellowship
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member faculty include cellular,
molecular and tumor/clinical immunology. Training is designed
THURSDAY, FRIDAY , S ATURDAY
to prepare future scientists for
NOVEMB ER 20 * 22 , 1997
leadership careers in industry,
academe , research or medicine.
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Inquiries should be made to DiPUGH CENTER COMMON ROOM
rector, Immunology Graduate
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Programmer Ms. Ruth FaaSenf ... .,- ;.,. y.'y ^i
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Szum, a first-y eW^^fe|player.from Amherst,
the
to beat NH,
in scored
the
Bates
gamewinning goal in tl^Rond
Mules,;r
alsoovertime
spark
provided a
first playoff match-up.^^m
by delivering the
sixteen
first score agamstPly^nHB^.hdpingCoIby.tofirsttimdi
come from behind
and advance to the NC^^^^^pP
for the
school
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ISj f^^l^sed^l^^^^^^^^^^^&^h^jeer style as
m^^mgfejmutout of the
the men's soccer goalkeej^
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season in the Mules' 2-0 win ov«^^^^^^taW |^^ori
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saves in his last home game for CcJbyT^^^^S ^F
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Miguel Gonzalez '01

1S|§L

Gonzalez again played beyond his years inli {|||rand CBBfor
game
NESCAC
of his career. Af^|bdr ||||m |^d
Rookie^c^p^Veek his
performan^^^^^^^^P^^^j Bg^^mzale^ad five receptions for 70 jrards against^o^cfflpB^^w-S-ylrd touchdown
grab late in the third quarter to keepche Mules' hopes for victory alive.^

"""" Get off the Hill for a home-cooked breakfast at

DINER
BONNIE'S
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CBB cham pionshi p slips throu gh Colby's fingers
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

-

The forecast called for high winds,freezing temperatures,and a Bowdoin victory last
Saturdayin Brunswick.And so,the stagewas
setfor anotherclassicbattlebetweentheWhite
Mules and the Polar Bears. Unfortunately,
while the weather f ailed to live up to its
forecast, the Colby football team couldn't
Qttuster a crucial upset, falling to their CBB
rival 27-19.
It was non-stop action on the gridiron,
however, as the Mules opened up the game
with an impressive scoring driveon their first
possession. Quarterback Matt Smith '00 unloaded a pass to Brian Souza '01 on third and
long. Souza took the ball from the flats and
used fantastic upheld blocking to move into
the Polar Bear secondary and there he turned
the play into a foot race, beating Bowdoin
defenders and pushing the ball to inside the
10 yard line. Two plays later, Smith rolled
right and found Kevin Thurston '98 in the
endzone for a quick 6 points. Colby failed to
convert the extra point, as the first ever attempt by Chris Ryan '00 was tipped and
sailed just wide to the right.
TTimgslookedgoodfor theMulesthroughout the first quarter, as they held their six
point lead. However,a promisingColbydrive
to end the quarter quickly turned sour as

Smith was pickedoff inside Polar Bear territory.If not for an outstanding effort by offensive lineman Bill Polin '00 to make it all the
way down.the field to make the tackle,
Bowdoin would havebeen racked up an easy
six.
Unfortunately, to open the second quarter, Bowdoin quarterback Hayes MacArthur
found Chris Day in the endzone for a quick
touchdown. Bowdoin's kicker split the uprightsand thehometeamcrowd reveled in its
first lead of the game.
Six minutes later, a strong Colby defensive frontprevented a touchdown and forced
Bowdoin to settle for a 30 yard field goal,
making it a four point Bowdoin lead, 10-6.
MacArthur and the Polar Bears weren't
finished, as they would capitalize on good
field position set up by another Colby turnover by adding another touchdown in the
waning seconds of the half. The two teams
entered the locker room with the score 17-6in
favor of the Polar Bears.
Bowdoin got the ball to start the second
half and continued to move down the field
effectively. Capping off a five minute drive,
MacArthur scrambled for a third Bowdoin
touchdown, bringing the score to a dismal
24-6.
Things looked bleak for the Mules, but
true to form, the team came back. Behind
quarterback Nate Bradley '99, the Colby offense found a groove. As he has done all year,

Miguel Gonzalez '01 escaped his defender
and cut into the open field , where Bradley
found him wide open in the endzone for a 25,
yard touchdown pass and suddenly it was a
game,24-12.
Then camethe blanketing Colby defense.
Feedingoff of the momentum, Colbys blitzing linebackers found^ MacArthur in the
backfield more and more often,and the Mule
front line prevented Bowdoin's impact runner Chris Houston from turning big plays.
Led by WMHB Defensive Player of the Year
Andrew Drude '98,the Colby defense forced
the Polar Bears info punting situations time
and again, clearly giving the momentum to
the Mules.
By now the. Colby fans were on their feet,
as they watched Adam Rolewicz '01run for a
touchdown to make the game 24-19.
In the closing five minutes of the game,
the ball changed hands four times. Twice the
Polar Bear offense werefaced with third and
less than one, and Houston was blanked
both times for losses. It looked as if Colby
could pull off a comeback, as they took the
ball in their own territory with under two
minutes to go. However, the Bowdoin defense proved tough,and a controversial penalty set up a fourth down and long situation.
With an impressive call, head coach Tom
Austin opted to.fake a punt Bowdoin bit on
it well, and Darren Ireland '00, whose superb punting and all around heroics kept

Colby in the game aU afternoon, heaved up
a long pass for Gonzalez. Gonzalez got into
position, but; the ball was batted away by a
¦
Bowdoin defender;
The defense^ refused to give up, holding
the Polar Bears to another field goal, and
keepingmeMuleswithin strikingdistance.A
long driveand touchdownwouldbe needed,
along with, a two point conversion, and the
Mules were movingthe ball well with under
1:30 to playv c
Unfortunately,a beautifulpass from Bradley to Thurston was called back on a penalty. On the subsequent play, Bradley was
blind-sided while looking for a receiver, and
dropped the ball. Bowdoin recovered and
sealed the game.
It was a disappointing way to cap off a
disappointing season. However, there were
plenty of brightspots to Speak about.Colby's
passing game jgelled extremely well under
bomBradle^indSnrith. Gonzalez,WMHB's
Offensive Player of me Year, performed exrj aordmaiily;asdid Souza and Rolewicz.The
success of the freshman on the team bodes
well for the future of Colby football. While
the defense will take some hits at graduation,
there still remains a strong core of veteran
linebackers and front men,and the secondary
will havea year'sexperienceunder theirbelts.
There is little doubt that this team will be
miles ahead of il^ij 0-8 finish in the 1998
season;QV :V, / ¦ '¦ '¦

Women's cross countr y at ECACs Men 's cross country
impresses at ECAC meet
BY KEVIN THURSTON
hind. Colby's Laura Gagne '00
was the last Mule to cross the
finish line at 21:07, hobbling
across with a tender ankle that
was sprained earlier in the week.
"Overall, it was a great race
for everyone," said Lajeunesse.
"The intent was for these runners to have some of their best
times,and that'swhat happened.
We were very pleased," said
Aitken.
Next up for Colby will be the
Division III championship to
qualify fornationals. The racewill
be held Saturday at USM at the
Gorham Country Club.
"It's a longshot If or us to
qualify]," said Aitken. "But if we
get some great individual performances again , anything can
happen/'Q

had six runners finish in the top 100.
All seven finished in the top half.
The Mules were led .by Medora
Lytle "00, who came in 47th with a
time of 20:09. Her performance
earned her a spot as an alternate for
this weekend's national qualifying
race.
"Medora had a great race," said
Colby coach Deb Aitken. "She had
one of her best times all year."
Corey Dwyer '00 was next at
20:33, finishing 72nd. Renee
Lajeunesse '99 followed at 20:46,
despite suffering symptoms from a
bout with the flu.
First-year runner Kelly Field '99
had her best race to date,placing
91st with a time of 20:54. Tiffany
Frazar '01 also ran well, coming in
98th at 21:01, while Lauren
McCarthy '00 ran in two places be-

Asst. Sports Editor

Last Saturday, the Colby
women's cross country team traveled to West-field State of Massachusetts to compete in the 31-team
ECAC championship. With
Colby's number 8 through number 14 runners taking part in the
race, the Mules finished a very
respectablefourteenth overall. Out
of the thirteenteams that finished
ahead of Colby, eleven of thenv
employed their top runners, including Middlebury, SUNYPlattsburgandUSM,whofinished
first, second and third, respectively.
Twohundred fifty-tworunners
trekked the 3.1-mile course. Colby
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Colby will compete in the national qualifier meet Saturday at
USM. The race will take place at the
GorhamCountry Club in Gorham,
Maine at 11 a.m. Any fan support
for the Mules would be greatly
appreciated.Q
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the..WCsmeld. State five mile course
in^:39^^t timeearned him 22nd
place overall, and 9th place among
NES^Grunners.
Firushingjustbeh^
captain Wilson Everhart '99.
Eyerhart, who has been a solid performer for^ Colby all season, had a
tijrrieioi26^1.
.;: ;^Rounding out the race for Colby
were Rdry Maher '98 (2759, 69th
place), Brendan Gavin '01 (28:01,
71st jpiace) and Tom Dulong '00
(28:27^ 99th place).
Inahalyzingthemeet,CoachJim
Wescott seemed quite happy with
his team's performance. However,
Wescottsrillfelt thathis runnersdid
hot display their true merit.
tWclookedverygood out there,
but f think we needed to concentrate more on beating some of the
non-NESCACteamstofinishhigher
up inthe meet," said Wescott.
7"Irei^ th^
Westfield course. We are looking
like a fine-tuned machine,ready for
next week's bigNew England DivisionI
I
I meet/' said Harris,who appeared more satisfied with Colby's
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The Colby men's cross country
team anticipated last Saturday's
ECAC Cross Country meet at
Westfield State to be an enduring
struggle. The competition featured
teams from all over New England,
including representatives from
New York and Pennsylvania. In
addition, the weather forecast
called for blustery winds and heavy
rains which potentially could have
wreaked havoc on the race. Luckily for the runners, the elements
cooperated and the race turned out
to be less treacherous than originally foreseen.
Despitetheexpectedadversities,
the Colby harriers certainly rose to
the occasion,placing an impressive
8th out of 37 schools. Keene State
tooktheteamtitle,withMattKocyba
of Keene taking the individual title
to a time of 25:19.
In a race where some schools
elected to hold out their top runners
to get rested up for next week's big
New England DivisionIII meet;
Colby chose to go ahead and run
their top seven runners.
were led by Sam
T^
Harris '98. Harris had possibly his
bestrace of the season, completing
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Women s soccer
adv ances to sweet
sixteen of NCAA's
front of the netwhereit was knocked
in by Szum. Colby outshot Bates 22
Contributing Writer
to 17 and goalie Heather Garni '99
played tremendously, recording 10
Playing a team it had thoroughly saves on 17 Bobcat shots.
beaten only a week earlier,the Colby
Earning a spot in the Regional
women's soccer team marched into semifinals, the Mules' next oppoLewiston last Wednesday to face nent was Plymouth State College.
Batesmthefirstround of theNCAA Again finding itself in unfamiliar,
Division III New England Regional hostile surroundings, the women's
women's soccer tournament.Riding soccer team would need to call on
high on a four gamewinning streak all of its reserves to stay alive, It did
and the excitement of an NCAA exactly that. PSC struck quickly,
tournament berth,the White Mules scoring two goals midway through
overcame a hostile homecrowd and the first half and for a moment it
eked out a thrilling 1-0double over- looked as if the Mules were in for a
timevictory over their in-state rival. long day. However, Colby battled
In doing so, the team secured back and went into half-time trailColby's firsting 2-1 after a
ever win in
nifty goal by
NCAA play in
Szum! During
The
women
soccer
's
any sport.
the second half,
team
provided
us
Advancing
the two teams
to the second
with one of the
played very
round,
the
proudest...moments in physical soccer
Muleswerethen
and the outschool sports history.
forced to travel
come was very
to Plymouth
much in doubt
State College
until Colby got
where they had the unenviabletask a game tying goal from Jennifer
of hyingtoknockoffthehostschool- Goodman '00. The score was deadagain. With overtime clearly being locked at the end of regulation and
a theme throughout Colby's jour- once again, the Mules were forced
ney, the Mules again played out- togointoovertime. Battling through
standing soccer, enduring two two scoreless extra periods, the
overtimes before finally defeating game Was finally decided on penPlymouthSState5:4on penalty lacks. alty kicks. Heather Garni continued
The victory then set up a Sweet Six- her net mastery as she made a series
teen meeting between Colby and of big saves in sudden death and
Middlebury.
Colby came away with a 5-4 20T
Again,with overtime the unoffi- upset victory.
cial slogan of this tournament, the
Unfortunately, Colby was untwo teamsbattled scoreless through able to continue its magical run and
regulation before the Panthers fi- succumbed to an excellent
nally scored a goal in the fourth Middlebury squad after four overovertime period after nearly three time periods, 1-0. Having to endure
hours of play. At a time when Colby rain-soaked playing conditions as
is grappling over whether or not to well as their eighth overtime period
continue to allow its athletic teams in a week, the Mules simply coula
to participate in NCAA competi- not catch any breaks. Colb y
tion, the women's soccer team pro- outplayed the Panthers for much of
vided us with one of the proudest the game but was simply unable to
and most exciting moments in get anything going throughout the
school sports history.
nearly two and one-half hour conIn the firstgame,Colby and Bates test.
played evenly through regulation
Coach Jennifer Holsten and her
and it wasn't until Carolyn Szum team should be commended on an
'01 connected on a goal with 6:09 outstanding season. Not only did
remaining in the second overtime the team make the NCAA tournathat Colby had gotten its first-ever ment, they went further than any
NCAA tournamentvictory. The shot Colby team has since the school bewas set up after the Mules got the gan allowing its teams to particiball on an indirect kick deep in the pate iri NCAA post-season play.
Bates zone; The ball was sent across Colby finished the season with a 1Qthe goal mouth where it was redi- 6 record and a lot of great
rected by Caitlin Skulley '99 to the memories.G

BY MATTHEW WHITE

Echo photo by Kristina Smith

Matt Williams *99 creates havoc in the box.

Men 's soccer shuts out
Brid gewat er Stat e
*

BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Staff Writer

The men's soccer team concluded their regular season in much
the same way they played throughouttheyeanTvithawin. Colby shook
off a slow start to end up dominatmganddefeatingBridgewater State
2-OortSaturday.It wasahard-fought
battle and the Mules shut out their
opponents with strong defense and
persistent
offense. ;
;
¦" '
The game began with
Bridgewater State immediately taking the ball down the field uncontested and forcing goalkeeper Graham Nelson '98 to make an early
save. Bridgewater State's transition
game was very quick and the Colby
defenseseemed uncharacteristically
tired and disorganized.The coaches
and fans shouted for the players to
wake up and get going. Colby responded by toughening up their
play about ten minutes into the half.
Smooth playing by the Mule
midfield and good teamworkWithin
the offense led to'a goal in the 37th
minute. Chris Fleming '99 took advantage Of a niisplay by the
Bridgewater State goalie and lofted
the ball over the keeper. Mark
Melander '99 followed through and
put it in for a 1-0 lead.
Much of the play then stayed in
the midfield and the pace of the
game slowed considerably. Colby
started to step up their game with
15 minutes remaining in the half.
The Mules had five corner kicks
during that period'ahd were in the
Bridgewater State box 'repeatedly,
but Were unable to convert. The
teams traded scoring* cha nces f or
the last five minutes; With the ball
going up and down the field. ,
Bridgewater had at least four scor'
' • . : ¦ ¦ , '¦% > .: / . >•••: ¦
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mg opportunities of its own in the
last two minutes,but Colby held on
to end the first half still up one nil.
Play restarted with Colby storming
down the field and setting the tohe
for the rest of the game. The Mules
had five great opportunities to increase the lead in the first five minutes but could not connect
The Colby defense consistently
kept the ball on the other side of the
field by sending the opposing

Colby
Bridgewater State

2
0 :

keeper's punts right back in his face.
Bridgewater State's formerly potent
transition play was nonexistentdue
to the great intensity of the Colby
midfield. Colby's greatest chances
were thwarted by questionable
offsides calls in the 36th and 30th
minutes. Finally in the 13th minute a
nice pass got past the defense and,
for once,offsides was not called.Jhe
shot by , Matt Williams '99 was
stopped by the Bridgewater State
keeper,but AndyYoung '98followed
through on the rebound and kicked
it in to make it 2-0: Bridgewater State
then tried to get back into the game
but it was too late. The Mules defense repeatedly cleared any and all
of their scoring attempts and Colby
held on to win it, 2-0.
Although finishing off the season strong, the team did not make
the NCAAs. "We finished" 9-4-1,
with a nice 64-1 stretch in our last
eight games/'' said Coach ' Mark
Serdjenian? Colby had many exciting games along the Way, with four
contests that went into overtimeand
three 1-0 decisions. The men were
undef eated at home and never los t
¦t ' t ^
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more than two in a row. At one
point, the team had a three-game
winningstreak.Thatstreakincluded
victories over UMame-Farmington,
Middlebury and Hamilton.
Serdjenian remarkedthat "big wins
included beating Middlebury and
Hamilton on the road, as well as pur
3-2 first-ever win over Amherst on
Family Weekend." UMaineFannington and University ofNew
England,whomColbybeat3-2,were
both regional finalists in the NALA
toui^ment./The exciting Amherst
win came down to the last seconds,
withMarkMelander '99scoring two
goals.
Melander led the offense with
eight goals and seven assists while
"co-captain Andy Young also had a
fine season on the offensive end,"
commented Serdjenian. The Colby
defense was continually strong, often keeping the team in games they
probably didn't deserve to win.
Sweeper Dakila Clark '99 anchored
the defense with Nelson who "was
always steady and sometimes spectacular in goal" and Matt Sawatzky
'99 who "was superb as he consistently drew the assignment of marking the opponent's striker,"
Serdjenian stated.
Colby may not have made the
NCAAs, but the heart , and teamwork they displayed in overtime
Wins and especially the Amherst
game showed how talented this '97
team is. Serdjenian concluded that
"The team should be most proud of
the great and marked improvement
that was shown as the season progressed."' The team Was ranked
ninth in last week's ;New England
poll and rounded out their season
nicely. Colby did not qualif y for the
NCAA tournament, but will compete in the ECAC tournament and is
seeded fourth.?
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1997 Echo All-Fall Sports Team

Echo photo by Krishna Smith
Top (left to right) : Farrell Burns , Wilson JEverhart , Jessie Anderson, Graham Nelson, Mark Melander. Not Pictured: Andrew Drude.
Bottom (left to right) : Katie Taylor , Randi Martin , Jackie Bates, Kim Waldron , Jenna DeSimone. (Missing: Andrew Drude) .
of the team this fall. Expect big things from key ingredient in the continued success of
the team.
In the goal for the men's soccer team , Melander next autumn in his senior year.
Nelson, out of North Andover, MA, was
J enna DeSimone 98
Randi Mar t in '99
absolutely incredible. Mounting over 100
A focused and determined athlete,
saves on the season, Nelson became opAlong With Bates, Martin was one of the
posing players' nightmares, as he posted two biggest forces on the floor for the DeSimone has consistently been an integral
three consecutive shutouts in the middle women's volleyball team. Posting impres- part of the women's soccer team's winning
of the season and a total of four over the sive stats in almost every match, Martin was ways. Hailing from Winchester , MA,
year. As the last line of defense for the honored at the Maine State Tournament. DeSimone will finish her Colby career with
Mules,Nelson was practically a wall,cul- Her season totals include 189 digs,48 blocks, a total of 14 goals and 7 assists, DeSimone
minating the season with a 1.18 goals 36 completed sets, an amazing 96.11% ser- has been a team leader on the field with her
against average. With Nelson graduating vice completion percentage, an 85.7% ser- hustle and intensity. Her leadership has carthis spring, he leaves a legacy for the vice return percentage, and 216 kills. With ried over off the field and she has been a
team, and a tough act to follow for who- Martin returning next season, the Mules are motivational captain. Her presence was key
in the team's winning season, and her abever takes the net next season.
primed to build on this year's success.
sence will be felt next fall, as she graduates
this spring.
Katie Taylor '98
J ackie Bates '98
Taylor continued her role as the imBates was the team leader for the women's
Andrew Drude '98
pact defender for the field hockey team volleyball team. Boasting a 98.31% service
After missing last season with a broken
this year. Culminating an impressive ca- percentage and 91% service return percentleg,
Drude returned this season to make up
reer that includes 11 goals, 7 assists and age, Bates also added 326 kills, 448 digs, and
28 defensive saves, Taylor shattered two 92 sets. She has consistently been recognized for lost time. Spearheading a powerhouse
Colby records. The first, for most defen- for her extraordinary talents, and was in- linebacking core,Drude led the team in tacksive saves in a season (12), and the second strumental in the team's victory at the Maine les with 93, and was consistently in the
for most in a career (28). A senior out of State Tournament. She was a leader on and backfield , hurrying opposing quarterbacks
Wilmington, DE, Taylor has repeatedly off the court, and will be greatly missed next and dragging runners back for losses. Coach
Tom Austin called him "a true leader,on an d
earned national recognition for her in- season.
,
off the field," an d a "fantastic athlete." Lostense play.
ing Drude to graduation will be a blow to the.
Kim Waldron '99
Mark Melander '99
The only returning Mule Pack member Mule defense, as he has been one of the most
Melander was the men's soccer team 's from last year, Waldron moved to.third on consistent defenders" on a young team.
leading scorer this season, racking up 8 the all time Colby scor ing leaders list this
Farrell Burns '98
goals and 7 assists. A junior out of season for the women's soccer team. Booting
At the star t of the season, Burns preBowdoinham , ME, Melan der was the 19 shots past opposing goalies an d addi ng
team's "tremendous target man up front," 11 assists, Waldron was the team leader in dicted "this team won't have one obvious
as Coach Mark Serdjenian putit. His heads scoring, and was a key factor in the team's devast ator,"but it became obvious that there
up play and obvious ability to put the ball post-season success. A junior from Norwell, would be. Finishing second; at the
in the net were huge parts of the success MA,Waldron's return next season will be a Middlebury Invitational, third at States and

Graham Nelson '98

fourth at the NESCAC Championship,
Burns was honored as an All State and
All NESCAC runner. Her season best
and personal best time came at MIT,when
she finished second with a time of 18:30.
Burns was competitive at the New England Opens where she finished 50th
, II, and III.
against runners in Division !
On November 15th, Burns will try to
qualify for Nationals by finishing in the
top 6.

Wilson Everhart '99

Everhart,the men scross country team
leader and captain, has been setting the
pace for the Mule harriers.Finishing1st at
the Panther Invitational at Middlebury
and 9th at the State of Maine Championships, Everhart has been very consistent.
At the New England Championships,
Everhart battled runners from Divisions
I, II,and III and placed a strong 90th out of
a field of 251 runners. Everhart, a j un ior
out of Camp Hill,PA,will be peaking next
fall in his final season for Colby.

J essie Anderson '98

The team leader this season, Anderson finished with a 7-3 record in both
singles and doubles competition. Her
Golfey career was capped this season with
a singles record of 67-13 and a doubles
record of 51-16. This year's co-captain,
Anderson finished with an Eastern rank-:
ing of 14 in singles and 6 in doubles ;
competition. She was also recognized
with a national ranking of 45 in singles
•:
arid 22 in doubles.

